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Selected Topics in Combinatorial 
Optimization 

1. 1 Preface 

 

The title "Selected topics in combinatorial optimization" of this text is not the luckiest one. There is a fairly 

standard body of knowledge that is traditionally categorized as combinatorial optimization. The title suggests 

that we will deal with selected topics of this field. The material presented in this small volume indeed belongs to 

this body. However, it is concerned only with a very small portion of it. And even this small portion is not the 

most typical of the commonly covered subject matter. Namely, only the sub-procedures of the standard clique 

search algorithms in graphs and many of the related auxiliary algorithms are dealt with in this text. 

"Examples, exercises, and projects related to clique search algorithms" probably would be a more appropriate 

and a more informative title. We would like to draw the attention of the students and instructors to the fact that 

the text is not designed for independent study. (Please do not try to use it that way!) The material is compiled 

with the intention to present worked-out examples. These examples almost all the time are worked out in great 

details. The details are long-winded, one might say excruciating. We do not recommend for the instructors to 

present the examples in this over detailed way in classroom situation. For class room presentation some suitably 

streamlined version is recommended. One should consult with the text in case one wishes to learn all the details. 

Furthermore, some of the examples are too long for working them out in a lecture. However, smaller size and 

consequently presentable examples are not suitable to illustrate certain points. In this case again as home work 

assignment the students can use the text. 

Demonstrating the fact that nontrivial sized examples can be safely and confidently handled in paper and pencil 

computations is the most important pedagogical accomplishment of this text. The students will be able to get 

hands on experiences with relatively abstract concepts. The most important message is that let us get our hands 

dirty and as a result let us develop a firmer grip on the clique search algorithms. 

Once again the text is not intended for independent study and it is not intended to be a text book either. The 

chapters can be used almost independently of each other. For this reason when it seemed reasonable we repeated 

adjacency matrices since one should read entries out of these matrices during certain computations. The purpose 

of the projects is to suggest possible programming projects. Please never work out more than two examples 

from the same type! If the text include more then two from the same type of problems, then this is happening 

only to enrich the stock of the available problems. In fact our experience suggests that usually one very small 

toy size example and an additional nontrivial size example are completely sufficient. 

2. 2 Auxiliary algorithms 

 

A typical maximum clique search algorithm can be divided into relatively standard components. There is a 

preconditioning phase when we try to simplify and reduce the problem by applying some straightforward 

inspection. There are optimality tests, branching rules and pruning rules. In this chapter we describe algorithms 

commonly used in clique search algorithms. At this stage we do not put emphases on explaining how these 

algorithms will be used later. 

2.1. 2.1 Coloring the nodes 
 

Let  be a finite simple graph. This means that  has finitely many nodes and edges. It does not 

have double edges or loops. We color the nodes of  such that 

• Each node of  is colored with exactly one color. 

• Connected nodes in  must receive distinct colors. 
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Such a coloring of the nodes of  is called a well coloring or a legal coloring. 

Example 2.1.1. Let the graph  be defined by the incidence matrix in Table 1. The graph  has  vertices 

and  edges. We want to color the nodes of . 

We borrowed the idea of using bullets in place of 's in the adjacency matrix of a given graph from F. Kárteszi 

[11]. The purpose of this modification of the adjacency matrix is to avoid clerical mistakes during the 

computation. We did not carry out properly controlled experiments, but it looks like that this simple tool indeed 

tends to reduce the number of common mistakes. 

We notice that the nodes , ,  of  are nodes of a -clique in . Clearly, the nodes of a -clique must 

receive distinct colors. 

 

The computation relies on a table. The first column of the table contains the names of the nodes of . 

Alternatively, we may say that the rows of the table are labeled by the nodes of . The column labeled by "cc" 

contains the name of the color class of the node. The column labeled by "df" holds the degrees of freedom of the 

node. In the last column we marked the pivot node. The pivot node is marked by an " " sign. The neighbors 
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of the pivot element are marked by a " " sign. The column marked by  contains the number of the 

neighbors of the node in the color class . 
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The algorithm we just described is a variant of the algorithm proposed by D. Brelaz [6]. The idea of assigning 

color to the most restricted nodes first is a commonly used heuristic principle in artificial intelligence. 

Remark 2.1.1. The computation can be carried out using the linked list representation of the graph . The 

linked list representation of the graph  in Example 2.1.1 is in Table 7. 

 

Remark 2.1.2. We know from our completed computation that  can be colored with  colors. The existing -

clique in  shows that the chromatic number of  is between  and . The question is if  can be colored 

with  colors. Let us look at the -st array in Table 2. The nodes , ,  are nodes of a -clique in  and so 

they must receive distinct colors. By symmetry, we may assume that the colors are , , , respectively. The 

node  must receive a color. It cannot receive the colors , . Thus it receives either  or . We need not 

consider the case when node  receives color . In this way we reach the -nd table. Let us look at the -nd 

table. A similar argument shows that we may restrict our attention to the case when node  receives color . 

We can continue in this way until we reach the -th table. Let us look at the -th table. Node  must 

receive a color. It cannot receive any of the colors , , . By symmetry, we may assume that node  receives 

color . The final conclusion is that the chromatic number of  is equal to . 

Remark 2.1.3. The coloring procedure can be extended to an exhaustive coloring procedure. In certain cases the 

color degree leaves several choices to color a given node. In such occasion we should keep track of the 

possibilities and use our record for back tracking. 
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Project 2.1.1. We should assign degrees of freedom to each color class, too. After we decided which node will 

receive color next, that is, after we chose a pivot element, we have to decide into which color class we place the 

pivot node. We may try to place it into the color class with the largest or the smallest degrees of freedom. 

Earlier, we placed the pivot element into the first available color class. This project proposes to explore this 

possibility. 

2.2. 2.2 Partial coloring of the nodes 
 

Given a finite simple graph  and given a positive integer . We want to color the nodes of  

using  colors. We may leave some nodes uncolored. We intend to color as many nodes as possible. In other 

words we try to minimize the number of the uncolored nodes. The algorithm we suggest is a greedy algorithm 

and so it provides only a suboptimal solution. (In the partial coloring, the number of colors  is fixed. The 

reader may guess that the partial coloring procedure is used in -clique search algorithms.) We work out a 

numerical example in details to illustrate the procedure. 

Example 2.2.1. We use the graph  given in Example 2.1.1. The value of  is equal to . 

We introduce  color classes , , , . These color classes form a partition of  at each step of the 

computation. At the beginning each node is in the -th color class . The columns labeled by , , , 

 record the degrees of the nodes with respect to the partition , , , . The column labeled by "cc" 

contains the color class of the node. The column labeled by "df" records the degree of freedom of the node. We 

choose a node with a minimum degree of freedom. If there are several choices we choose a node with maximum 

degree in . If there are several choices we choose the node with minimum index. The selected node is called 

the pivot node. We move the pivot node into the first color class that it fits in. In our example, node  is the 

pivot node and we move node  from the color class  to the color class . It is straightforward to compute 

the new degrees and the new degrees of freedom. 
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2.3. 2.3 Quasi cliques 
 

Let  be a finite simple graph and let  be a positive integer. Let  be a subset of  such that 

. The subgraph  of  spanned by  in  is called a -quasi clique of . Of course, we are 

looking for a  which contains a large number of edges. In other words we are looking for -quasi cliques 

that are close to a -clique. 

Let  be a simple graph, that is, a graph without loops and without double edges. Suppose that the 

sets ,  form a partition of the set of the nodes  of . Let  be a node of . In other words Let  be a 

element of . The number of the neighbors of the node  in  is called the -st degree of . The number of 

the neighbors of the node  in  is called the -nd degree of . We denote these degrees of  by  and 

, respectively. In notation 

 

where  denotes the neighbourhood of the node , that is all those nodes, which are connected to . We 

refer to the numbers ,  as the degrees of  with respect to the partition , . The degrees of 

the nodes of  with respect to a partition ,  form a  by  matrix. The rows of the matrix correspond 

to the nodes of . The columns of the matrix correspond to the sets , . 

Example 2.3.1. Let the graph  be given by its adjacency matrix in Table 1. Let the integer  be equal to . 

A -quasi clique in the graph  in Example 2.3.1 is simply a subgraph of  spanned by  nodes of . We 

are looking for  nodes of  such that each of them is the end point of a relatively large number of edges. We 

partition the set of nodes  of  into two subsets  and  such that , . Let  be the 

subgraph of  spanned by  in . If  is a -clique in , then we have located an optimal -quasi clique 

in  and the search terminates. So we should deal with the situation when  is not a -clique in . Let us 

choose a node in  with a minimal degree. Move this node from  to . Then choose a node in  which 

has a maximum number of neighbors in . Move this node from  to . In this way we get a new  

graph. If  has more edges than the original  graph, then we have improved on our -quasi clique. This 

step can be carried out several times. 
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Remark 2.3.1. Applying the quasi clique search algorithm to the complement of the given graph  we get a 

quasi independent set of . This helps to locate proper independent sets and so one can use it for condensing 

the condition in the edge linear programming reformulation of the clique problem. 

Remark 2.3.2. The greedy quasi clique search algorithm can also be used to locate cliques. When a -quasi 

clique cannot be further improved and the -quasi clique is not a -clique, then we may drop a node with a 

minimal degree and try to improve the resulting -quasi clique. Sooner or later this procedure ends up 

with a -clique in  for some value . 

2.4. 2.4 Handling the degrees 
 

The computational effort of computing the degrees of the nodes of a given graph seem to be similar to the cost 

of construction of color classes. The conclusion we draw from the color classes is quite usable. For this reason 

one might tend to think that computing the degrees is not a practically recommended option. In this short section 

we have a closer look at the details of computing the degrees. 

Example 2.4.1. Let us consider the graph  given by its adjacency matrix in Table 18. The graph has  nodes 

and  edges. 

We can compute the degrees of the nodes of  and summarize the result in a list. Compiling this list can be 

achieved by reading the entries of the adjacency matrix  times. We locate the first node with a minimum 

degree. In this case this is node . Node  will be the pivot element and we mark it by an arrow in the last 

column. In the last column we also mark the neighbors of node . We can delete node  and recompute the 

degrees of the remaining nodes. This can be done by reading the entries of the adjacency matrix at most  

times. The procedure then can be repeated. In this way we can compute the degree of a given node with a 

relatively low cost. 

We would like to point out that in this procedure the size of the quasi clique is not fixed. After the computation 

terminates we will know the size of the quasi clique. 
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We decided to look for a -clique in . This means that we may delete each node whose degree is less than . 

These deletions went on until we ended up with a list which plainly encodes a situation when the graph contains 

a -clique. In a typical situation we do not necessarily get a clique of the desired size, only we delete a number 

of nodes. 

The question is inevitable. How the greedy quasi clique search would perform? 

Example 2.4.2. Let us consider the graph  given by its adjacency matrix in Table 18. The graph has  nodes 

and  edges. Here the size of the quasi clique is given. Namely we set  and we look for a -quasi clique 

in . 
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2.5. 2.5 Triangle free partition 
 

In this section we introduce a generalization of the legal coloring of the nodes of a graph. The generalization is 

motivated by its utility in clique search algorithms. 

Definition 2.5.1. Let  be a finite simple graph. A subset  of  is called a triangle free set if the 

graph spanned by  in  does not contain a -clique. A partition  of  is called a triangle free 

partition of  if each of  is a triangle free set. The partition  of  can be considered as 

a coloring of the nodes of . So sometimes we call a triangle free partition of the nodes a triangle free coloring 

of the nodes and refer to the sets  as color classes. 

Proposition 2.5.1. If  is a triangle free partition of , then . 

Proof. Let  be a maximum clique in . A fixed  can contain at most  nodes of . [QED] 

One can talk about -clique free, -clique free, -clique free colorings, too. Plainly, if  is a -

clique free partition of , then . 

If given a finite simple graph  and given a positive integer , then we can ask if there is a -clique free 

coloring of the nodes of  using  colors. Let us call this problem the -clique free -coloring problem of 

. For  the -clique free -coloring problem belongs to the NP-complete complexity class. In the  

particular case the -clique free -coloring problem asks if the nodes of a graph can be legally colored using  

colors. This is a well-known NP-complete problem. 

The  special case of the problem can be reduced to the  case. This was shown in [29] by S. Szabó 

and B. Zaválnij. In the  particular case the above result can be expressed loosely such that finding the 

minimum number of colors for which a given graph admits a triangle free coloring is a computationally 

demanding problem. On the other hand it is relatively easy to construct a triangle free partition for a given graph 

. To see why, suppose that  is a fixed list of nodes of . We put  into the first color class . 

Assume that in the middle of the computation the nodes  have already been placed into the color 

classes . Let us consider the node . If , ,  are not the nodes of a -clique in  for each 

, then we put  into . If we cannot put  into , then we try to put it into . Continuing in 

this way either  can be placed into one of  or we open a new color class  for . Then repeat 

the whole procedure for . The result will be a triangle free partition . So Proposition 

2.5.1 provides a practical way to find an upper bound for . For the sake of illustration let us work out a 

small example in details. 
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Example 2.5.1. The graph  is given by its adjacency matrix in Table 22. The graph has  vertices and  

edges. 

 

We open a color class  and put node  into . This information is recorded in the -st array in Table 23. 

We can add node  to . In the graph spanned by  in  an edge appears. This is the  edge. This 

stage of the computation is recorded in the -nd array in Table 23. Node  is connected to the end points of the 

edge  and so node  cannot be put in the color class . We open a new color class  and put  into 

. The result can be seen in the -rd array of Table 23. Node  is not adjacent to the end points of edge 

 and so we may put  into . In the graph spanned by  a new edge  appears. Node  is 

connected to both end point of the edge  and so  cannot be put into . We put  into . Edge 

 is an edge in the graph spanned by . We add this edge to the edge list associated with . At this 

point the procedure must be rather clear and we do not comment the further steps. 
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The last array of Table 23 shows the color classes 

 

By Proposition 2.5.1, it follows that . 

The color classes of a triangle free coloring can provide further information on the clique size of the given 

graph. We construct a graph . The nodes of  are the edges  of the graphs  spanned 

by the color classes  in . Two distinct nodes ,  of  are connected in 

 if and only if the edges , , ,  are all edges of . (See Figure 1.) The graph 

 inherits a coloring from . Namely, if the edge  of  is an edge of , then we color  with color . 

The edge  of  is a node in  and so the nodes of  are legally colored with  colors. 

 

Proposition 2.5.2. If there is a -clique in , then there is a -clique in . 
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Proof. Let  be a -clique in  and suppose that  are all nodes of . Note that no distinct edges 

 and  of  can be edges of the same . The set of nodes of the graphs  are pair-wise 

disjoint. It follows that the edges  have  distinct end nodes. Any two of these nodes are connected 

in  and so there is a -clique in . [QED] 

The nodes of the graph  in our example are the edges , , , , ,  of 

. Figure 2 exhibits the geometric version of . 

 

The adjacency relations in the graph  can be conveniently checked by the  by  submatrices of the 

adjacency matrix of  summarized in Table 24. By Proposition 2.5.2, there is a -clique in . 

 

We work out another example. 

Example 2.5.2. The graph  is defined by its adjacency matrix in Table 18. 

Using a greedy sequential coloring of the nodes we construct a triangle free partition of . We do not follow 

the computation with a narrative. We just enclose the arrays that record the steps. It must be clear that instead of 

the many arrays we present only a single array suffices. 
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2.6. 2.6 Improved triangle free coloring 
 

The procedure described in Section 2.5 is a very straightforward greedy algorithm to construct a triangle free 

partition. We can improve on this algorithm. When a partial coloring  is available, each node which 

is not in any of these classes has a degree of freedom. The degree of freedom shows that into how many of the 

classes  the node can be placed. With some extra work we can keep track of the degrees of freedom. 

It looks reasonable to put that node into a color class whose degree of freedom is minimal. 

Let us see an example 
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Example 2.6.1. Let us consider the graph  given by its adjacency matrix in Table 18. The graph has  and 

 edges. This is the same graph as in Example 2.5.2. 

We maintain a table in the course of our work. The rows are labeled with the nodes of . We open a class  

and put the node  into . Let  be a partially filled color class. We keep a column for the colors. In this 

color column an  in the -th cell will indicate that the node  belongs to the color class . In a column 

labeled by  a  in the -th cell will indicate that the node  can be put into . If the node cannot be put 

into the color class  then the -th cell in the  column will contain a . Counting the ’s and ’s in the 

columns  and the -th row we can determine the degree of freedom of the node . 

The -st array in Table 27 shows that the node  is in the color class . The ’s in the  columns record the 

fact the any of the nodes  can be put into . The -th column is the color column and it simply 

reiterates the known fact that node  belongs to . The -th column holds the degrees of freedoms. We 

choose the first node with the smallest degree of freedom. In our case this is node . We will call it the pivot 

element and we will indicate our choice by placing an " " sign into the -th column in the row of  of the 

array. We can put node  into . Edge  is an edge of the subgraph of  spanned by  in . We 

enter edge  in the -th column labeled "edges". (Figure 4 illustrates the roles of the edges adjacent to the 

pivot element in computing the degrees of freedom.) Node  is a common neighbor of  and . We put a  

into the row of  in the  column. Similarly, node  is a common neighbor of nodes  and  and we put a 

 in the row of  in the  column. Next we can determine the degrees of freedom of nodes . 

Finally, we choose node  to be the new pivot element. The result is in the -nd array of the Table 27. 

We have to open a new color class  for node . Node  in  does not block any node to get into . 

We can determine the degrees of freedom. Then we choose node  to be the pivot element. We put node  

into . 

The color classes of the triangle free coloring of  are 

 

Obviously the subgraph of  spanned by  does not have any edge. Let  be the color classes of a 

triangle free coloring of a graph . The example above shows that it may happen that the subgraph of  

spanned by  in  does not have any edges. In this case  is not only a triangle free set but in fact an 

independent set. Proposition 2.5.1 has a sharper version. 

Proposition 2.6.1. Let  be the color classes of a triangle free partition of  such that each of the 

subgraphs spanned by  contains edges and each of the subgraphs spanned by  is edge 

free. Then . 

Proof. Let  be a maximum clique in  and let  be the set of nodes of . The sets  

form a partition of  and so . Note that  

and . It follows that  [QED] 

By Proposition 2.6.1, for the graph  in our example . The geometric representation of the 

graph  associated with  is in Figure 3. The nodes , ,  of  are the nodes of a -clique in 

. The nodes , , , ,  are the nodes of a -clique in . This means that . Therefore 

. 

Remark 2.6.1. The greedy triangle free coloring algorithms have not been implemented yet. Sometimes, there 

are several classes to put a node into. One might wonder if in these cases we should try to put the node into the 

class that contains the smallest number of edges. 

The overall flow of the computation is the following. From the degrees of freedom, that is, from the content of 

the -th column, one locates the pivot element. Using the pivot element we fill in the -th column, marking the 

neighbors of the pivot element. Then we find the edges what we should put into the -th column. Using the 
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edges in the -th column we fill in the -th column. With the help of the -th column we compute the new 

degrees of freedom. 
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2.7. 2.7 Partial triangle free coloring 
 

Beside the coloring of the nodes of a graph, partial colorings of the nodes play role. In a partial coloring, it is not 

required that each node receives color. In other words, in a partial coloring some nodes may remain uncolored. 

We simply introduce a color, say color  which will mean that the nodes receiving color  are the uncolored 

nodes of the graph. 
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3. 3 Greedy coloring algorithms 

 

We describe four implementations of the greedy sequential coloring algorithm. Of course the colorings we get 

are the same. We illustrate the methods by working out examples in details. The graph  we will use for this 

purpose is given by its adjacency matrix and by its linked list representation in Table 36. In the remaining part 

of the chapter we will deal with less conventional coloring methods. 

3.1. 3.1 Sequential method 1 
 

This is probably the method which first comes to mind meeting with greedy coloring. 
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This method works well when the graph  is represented by linked lists. In this case one can read off the 

neighbors of a given node and collect their colors. In fact we should consider only the neighbors that appear 

before the nodes. However, we consider the case when the graph is given by its adjacency matrix. Let us 

establish an upper estimate for the workload of this coloring procedure. Suppose the first  nodes have 

already been colored and we try to color node . We go through the neighbors of node  that are preceding  

and check their colors. In the worst case we should read  entries of the adjacency matrix. Then we read off 

the colors of these nodes. Finally we choose the first unused color. This all can be done in  readings 

from the memory and in  writings to the memory. First we fill an array  with zeros. 

Then we go through the nodes  one by one and check if  is connected to these nodes. If nodes  

and  are connected, then we set  to be . As a next step we read  to locate the fist zero 

entry. If  is the first zero entry, then we can color  with color . Therefore the number of writings and 

readings can be overestimated by 

 

I have implemented this algorithm but I have never checked how the above worst case estimates compare with 

the real computations. 

Project 3.1.1. Check by means of extensive systematic computational experiments how the worst case estimates 

compare with the lengths of real computations. 

3.2. 3.2 Sequential method 2 
 

We fill in a list with the nodes and an additional list with the colors. At the initial stage the nodes do not have 

any color. This situation is depicted in the first two columns of the -st array in Table 39. We construct a new 

list consisting of the uncolored nodes. This is the -rd column of the -st array in Table 39. We color node  

with color  and construct a new list by deleting the neighbors of node . This list can be seen in the -th 

column of the -st array in Table 39. We color node  with color  and construct a new list consisting of the 

non-neighbors of node . We color node  with color  and delete its neighbors from the list. We ended up 

with the empty list and so we cannot assign color  to more nodes in this way. The nodes , ,  are receiving 

color . We construct a list of the uncolored nodes and repeat the whole procedure above. This time we assign 

color  to the nodes. 
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The computations can be carried out comfortably using  arrays. There is one array for the nodes and there is 

one array for the colors and one array for the uncolored nodes. This method works well when the graph  is 

given by its adjacency matrix. 

Exercise 3.2.1. Provide an upper estimate of the work load in this coloring procedure. 

3.3. 3.3 Sequential method 3 
 

This is the bucket method. We open a bucket for each color class. At the beginning each node is uncolored. We 

pick node  and color it with color . In other word we place node  into bucket . Next we pick node  and 

try to place it into bucket . A given node can be placed into a bucket if it is not connected to any node in the 

bucket. 
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This computation is quite suitable for a paper and pencil computation using the adjacency matrix of the given 

graph . The bookkeeping is simple. We need to record only the buckets with their contents and place new 

elements into them. Let us analyze the computational complexity of this coloring procedure. Suppose the first 

 nodes have already been placed into a bucket and we try to place node  into a bucket. We go through 

the buckets and try if node  fits into the given bucket. In the worst case we should read  entries of the 

buckets. This all can be done in  readings from the memory. We read  entries of the buckets and 

we read  entries of the adjacency matrix. Therefore the number of readings can be overestimated by 

 

I have implemented this algorithm but I have never checked how the above worst case estimates compares with 

the real computations. It was not checked how many times this coloring procedure faster than the procedure 

described in Section 3.1. 

3.4. 3.4 Sequential method 4 
 

In this section we point out how the coloring procedure described in Section 3.3 can be done in a more labor 

saving way. We are going to color the nodes of the graph given in the earlier section. The saving is based on the 

idea that with each partially constructed color class we associate a list which records the nodes that cannot be 

placed into this color class since they are connected to some of the nodes that are already in the color class. At 

the beginning of the computation there are no color classes at all. We open a color class  which at this 

moment does not contain any nodes. This will be recorded by a list containing zeros in the column labeled by 

. Node  can be placed into . Node  will be the pivot element. We place an arrow in the row of node  
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in the last column. We also mark the neighbors of node . We enter 's into column  to indicate which 

nodes cannot be placed into the color class . We can see that for node  we have to open a new color class 

. 
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The saving may come from the following. Maintaining the above lists needs at most  readings from the 

adjacency matrix and a similar number of additions. Then the lists can be used to decide if the next node  fits 

to the color classes . In fact, this needs the reading of the entries in row . The total cost can be 

overestimated by  readings of the adjacency matrix and  readings of the list and  additions. We 

should not forget the cost of clearing the list initially. This costs  clearings. 

3.5. 3.5 Greedy independent sets 
 

So far we were dealing with the most commonly used greedy coloring procedures. Here we propose some new 

greedy coloring algorithms. We will call it the method of greedy independent sets. List the nodes of the given 

graph  together with their degrees. Locate one of the nodes with a maximum degree and delete the node. In 

the graph spanned by the remaining nodes we can repeat the procedure. We iterate this step until we reach an 

independent set of . We can remove this independent set from the graph  and find a new independent set. 

In this way the independent sets we constructed can be used as color classes. In order to illustrate the procedure 

we work out the details in connection with the graph  given in Table 36. 
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One can read off the color class  in . Only the node  is left uncolored. We set  and 

with this the nodes of the graph  are legally colored using  colors. 

3.6. 3.6 Greedy quasi coloring 
 

Given a finite simple graph  and given a positive integer . Using a greedy quasi coloring 

procedure we can construct a quasi -coloring of . Typically the quasi color classes  contains 

some edges of . However, occasionally it can happen that none of the quasi color classes contain any edge of 

. In this situation the quasi color classes  are in fact, color classes of a legal -coloring of . 

Repeating this procedure with several values of , if necessary, finally we get a legal -coloring of the nodes 

of . When there is only a few edges in the quasi color classes , we may check with some ad hoc 

method if the edges can be canceled and get a legal -coloring in this way. 

One can use the data structure and basic operations related to the SAT solver for greedy coloring of the nodes of 

a graph. Let us consider the graph  whose edges are listed below. The edges of  are in the -st column. 

We choose a node with maximal degree and delete the edges adjacent to this node. This is the same as 

propagating a singleton clause. Repeating this procedure in a greedy fashion, at the end, all clauses will be 

satisfied. The set of pivot elements is an edge covering system. Consequently, the complement of this set is an 

independent set of . In our example  is an independent set and so it can play the role of a 

color class. Removing the elements of  from  we can repeat the procedure with a smaller graph. In the 

example,  is an independent set in . Finally,  is an independent set of . 

 

3.7. 3.7 Triangle free coloring via greedy independent sets 
 

Let  be a finite simple graph. We would like to construct a triangle free coloring of the nodes of  

with possibly not many colors. Using the graph  we construct a new graph . The nodes of  are the edges 
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of . Two distinct edges  and  of  are connected in  if the subgraph spanned by 

 in  contains a -clique. Applying a greedy procedure we locate an independent set  in . Let 

 be the set of nodes of . (Of course  is a set of edges of .) Set . 

Proposition 3.7.1. The subgraph  spanned by  in  is a triangle free graph. 

Proof. Assume to the contrary that  contains a -clique and let , ,  be the nodes of this -clique. The 

edges  and  of  are nodes of . Further these nodes are connected in . Therefore  

and  cannot be nodes of . As a consequence  cannot be a subset of . [QED] 

Proposition 3.7.1 tells us that locating an independent set in  helps us to locate a triangle free set in . 

Let us see an example. 

Example 3.7.1. The adjacency matrix of the given graph  is depicted in Table 52. The graph has  nodes and 

 edges. 

 

Next we set up the adjacency matrix of the graph . The graph  has  edges and so  has  nodes. The 

adjacency matrix of  is in Table 53. 
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The greedy quasi clique search can be run more comfortably if we rename the nodes of . Using simply 

 instead of . We include the adjacency matrix of  where the rows and columns 

are labeled by . 

We start a greedy procedure to locate an independent set in . 
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The set  is an independent set in . In other words the edges of 

 

of  are pair-wise unconnected in . Therefore the nodes , , , , ,  form an independent set in . In a 

typical situation we would remove these nodes from  to get the graph . Then we would construct a graph 

 from . Locating an independent set in  we would get a triangle free set in . 

3.8. 3.8 Triangle free coloring via SAT 
 

Given a finite simple graph  and given a positive integer . We ask if the nodes of  can be 

colored with  colors such that the three nodes of a triangle are never receiving the same color. This problem 

can be reduced to a satisfiability problem. As usual we introduce propositional variables 

 

The intuitive meaning of  is that node  receives color . If , then the number of these 

variables is . The clause 
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makes sure that node  receives at least one of the colors . Altogether there are  such clauses. The 

clauses 

 

guarantee that node  cannot receive two distinct colors. The number of these formulas is . 

Suppose , ,  are nodes of a triangle in . The expressions 

 

will prohibit the monochrome triangles in . The number of these expressions is , where  is the number of 

triangles in . 

Let us see an example. 

Example 3.8.1. The graph  whose adjacency matrix is in Table 58 contains the following  triangles 

, , , . We ask if  can be colored with  colors such that no 

monochrome triangles appear. We introduce  propositional variables. 

 

The clauses in the -st column of the -nd array in Table 55 are responsible for that each node receives at least 

one color. The clauses in the -nd column are responsible for that each node receives at most one color. The 

responsibility of the clauses in the last column is that monochrome triangle does not appear. We may assume 

that each of , ,  is satisfied since the nodes of the triangle  cannot receive the 

same color. 
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The clauses are all satisfied if the singleton clauses , , , , , , ,  are satisfied. Therefore , 

, , , , , ,  hold true. 

Remark 3.8.1. Perhaps a greedy SAT procedure is a reasonable way to construct triangle free partitions in a 

greedy fashion. 

Remark 3.8.2. Suppose that using a greedy clique search procedure we have located a -clique  in . This 

information can be exploited in the edge free coloring of . Namely, the nodes of the -clique  must 

receive distinct colors. We may assume that the nodes of  receive the colors  respectively. This 

observation reduces the search space for the legal coloring of the edges of . Is there an analogous idea for 

triangle free coloring of ? The answer looks trivial. Divide the nodes of  into pairs. Then assign the same 

color to the nodes forming one pair and the nodes in distinct pairs should receive distinct colors. 

4. 4 Edge coloring examples 

 

Let  be a finite simple graph. We color the edges of  in the following manner. 

1. Each edge of  is colored with exactly one color. 

2. The  edges of a -clique in  must receive  distinct colors. 

3. The  edges of a -clique in  must receive  distinct colors. 
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Such a coloring of the edges of  is called a well coloring or a legal coloring. In this chapter we work out a 

number of examples to get familiar with the idea of coloring edges of a graph. The question whether edge 

coloring is a useful concept or not is not discussed in this chapter. 

4.1. 4.1 First example 
 

Example 4.1.1. Let  be the graph given by its adjacency matrix in Table 58. The graph has  nodes and the 

graphical representation of  is depicted in Figure 5. The edges are drawn using three different types of lines. 

At this moment let us ignore this aspect of the picture. A greedy sequential coloring of the nodes of  provides 

the color classes , , . 
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I have chosen such a small sized example since the work in connection with edge coloring looks rather 

disheartening. The graph  has  edges. For the sake of definiteness we list the edges of  in the following 

order. 

 

We can place edge  to the -st color class. In order to color edge  let us look at edges  

and  together in Figure 5. The set of the end points of the edges form a -element subset . Two 

sides of the triangle  are edges of . But the side  is not an edge of . Thus edge  

can receive the same color as edge . In other word we can place edge  to the -st color class. 

Edge  can be placed into the -st class only if edge  can receive the colors of edge  and 

edge  can receive the color of edge . Looking at the triangle  in Figure 5 we can see 

that edge  may receive the same color as edge . Looking at triangle  in Figure 5 we can 

see that the edge  cannot receive the same color as edge . Consequently we put edge  into 

the -nd color class. Continuing in this way finally we have the coloring of the edges of . The result is 

summarized in Table 59 
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4.2. 4.2 Second example 
 

Example 4.2.1. Let  be the graph given by its adjacency matrix in Table 61. The graph has  nodes. The 

graph in graphical form can be seen in Figure 7. We color the nodes of  using a greedy sequential coloring. 

The color classes are the following , , . 

 

 

Let us color the edges of  in Example 4.2.1. Naturally, we want to color the edges of a given graph using a 

computer. In other words, we want to color the edges without referring to the graphical representation of the 

given graph. The graph  that we are working with do not have loops and consequently the main diagonal of 

the adjacency matrix is filled with ’s. However, one can notice that in Table 63 the main diagonal is filled with 

’s. When we color the edges of a graph, first we fill in the main diagonal of the adjacency matrix with ’s. 

This makes the computations more convenient and after completing the coloring we replace the entries in the 

main diagonal with ’s again. The edge  can be placed to the -st color class. The edge  can be 
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placed to the -st color class if it may receive the color of . We will focus our attention on the subgraph 

 of  spanned by the nodes , , , . The adjacency matrix of  is in Table 64. 

 

We used the cells of the adjacency matrix of  to fill the  adjacency matrix of . One can notice that 

the main diagonal of the adjacency matrix of  is filled with 's. Also, one can see that there may be identical 

rows and identical columns in the adjacency matrix of . If the adjacency matrix of  is completely filled, 

then the edges ,  cannot receive the same color. Further if the adjacency matrix of  is not 

completely filled, then the edges ,  may receive the same color. Since the edge  has 

already been colored we are provided with a procedure to color the edge . The edge  may receive 

color . The colors of the edges are listed in Table 65. 
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Next we test if the edge  can receive the same color as the edges , . We consider two 

subgraphs ,  spanned by , , ,  and , , ,  respectively. Since the adjacency matrix of  is 

completely filled, the edge  cannot receive the color of edge . We place  into the -nd 

color class. Continuing in this way finally we get the coloring of the nodes of the graph  given by its 

adjacency matrix in Table 65. 

Remark 4.2.1. We should notice that the adjacency matrix in Table 64 contains redundant information. Since 

 is an edge of the original graph , the -st  block in the main diagonal is completely filled. 

Similarly, since  is an edge of the original graph , the -nd  block in the main diagonal is 

completely filled. This means that we should check only if the upper right  block (or the lower left  

block) is completely filled. In other words, in order to decide if the edge  can receive the color of edge 

 it is enough to focus our attention on the first reduced matrix. In order to decide if the edge  may 

receive the same color as ,  we should check the matrices depicted in Table 66. 

 

Remark 4.2.2. We would like to point out that the colors of the edges can be stored in the adjacency matrix of 

. This can be seen in Table 67. 

 

The number  in the cell  means that the edge  receives color . We can color the nodes of the 

graph using greedy sequential coloring. The color classes are , , . 

Table 67 contains the adjacency matrix with two different orderings of the nodes. We can assign a color degree 

to each node of the graph. In row  two distinct colors appear so to node  we assign color degree . 

 

Table 68 shows that the ordinary color degree can be smaller than this newly defined color degree. For example 

the ordinary color degrees of the nodes , ,  are  while their new color degree is . So perhaps the new 

color degree is not such a great idea. From Table 68 one can read off that node  cannot be part of a clique of 

size . Therefore node  can be deleted from the graph when we are looking for cliques of size . 
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One can exploit the node coloring of  when one tries to color the edges. The edges 

 

can be colored with the same color. Say, we can color them with color . The reason is that these edges are 

running between the node color classes  and . A similar argument gives that the edges 

, , , ,  can be colored with the same color. Say, we can color them with 

color . However, it may happen that some of these nodes can have color . One can see that edge  can 

be colored with color . The edges , ,  can be colored with the same color, say, one can 

color them with color . None of these edges can be colored with color  or color . Thus we ended up with a 

coloring of the edges of . 

Next we illustrate how to “condense” the graph  in Example 4.2.1. Partition the vertex set 

 of  into two parts 

 

Table 69 contains the “non-degrees” of the nodes with respect to the given partition. 
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Figure 9 exhibits the bipartite graph  spanned by the sets ,  in . The edges of  

can be colored with two colors. This means that for each -biclique of  the product  cannot exceed . 

Plainly,  is an upper estimate of the clique size of . Therefore  cannot have a -clique. 

 

4.3. 4.3 Third example 
 

Example 4.3.1. Let us consider the graph  given by its adjacency matrix in Table 71. We color the nodes of 

. The color classes are , , . 

 

A greedy sequential coloring gives the coloring of the edges shown in Table 72. We went through the edges 

starting in the first row of the adjacency matrix reading the entries from left to right. Then continued with the 

second row and finished with the eighth row. 
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The graphical representation of the graph can be seen in Figure 10. After deleting the edges belonging to the -

st color class we end up with a tree consisting of five edges. This new graph does not contain any -clique. 

Thus the clique number of  is at most . We rearrange the nodes of . The rearranged adjacency matrix of 

 is given in Table 73. Instead of bullets in the cells we recorded the color of the edges. The question here is of 

course if the edge coloring provides any additional information compared with the node coloring. Can staring at 

a table like Table 73 help in this business? 
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4.4. 4.4 Fourth example 
 

Example 4.4.1. Let the graph  be defined by the incidence matrix in Table 74. A graphical representation of 

 can be seen in Figure 11. 

We color the nodes of  using a greedy sequential coloring. The color classes are 

 

Table 74 also shows a rearranged incidence matrix of . The ordering of the nodes of  is based on the color 

classes. Figure 13 exhibits the graphical representation of  in which the color classes are clearly visible. 
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Let us color the edges of graph  in Example 4.4.1. For the coloring we may use the graphical representation 

of the graph depicted in Figure 12. The result of the edge coloring is given in Table 75. As the edges of  can 

be legally colored using  colors, it follows that the clique size of  is at most . 
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The color of the edge is also recorded. From this adjacency matrix we can read off the color degrees of the 

nodes. As a matter of fact we can read off two types of color degrees. 

 

From Table 76 we can see that there are cases when the new color degree is smaller than the classical color 

degree. It also can be seen that there are cases when the new color degree is larger than the classical color 

degree. 
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Naturally, we want to color the edges of a given graph using a computer. In other words, we want to color the 

edges without referring to the graphical representation of the given graph. Let  be a graph given by the 

adjacency matrix in Table 74. The graphs we are working with do not have loops and consequently the main 

diagonal of the adjacency matrix is filled with 's. However, one can notice that in Table 74 the main diagonal 

is filled with 's. When we color the edges of a graph first we fill in the main diagonal of the adjacency matrix 

with 's. This makes the computations more convenient and after completing the coloring we replace the entries 

in the main diagonal with ’s again. The edge  can be placed to the -st color class. The edge  

can be placed to the -st color class if it may receive the color of . We will focus our attention to the 

subgraph  of  spanned by the nodes , , , . The adjacency matrix of  is in Table 64. We used this 

table in Example 4.2.1. 
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4.5. 4.5 Fifth example 
 

Example 4.5.1. Consider the graph  given by the adjacency matrix in Table 79. A graphical representation of 

 can be seen in Figure 14. We colored the edges of  using a greedy sequential coloring algorithm. The 

color classes of the edges are in Table 80. 
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Using a greedy sequential coloring, we color the nodes of . The color classes are 

 

We group the nodes of  according to the color classes. The rearranged adjacency matrix is displayed in Table 

81. The adjacency matrix also records the colors of the edges. Since there is only one edge colored with colors 

, , , , we may conclude that if there is a -clique in , then 

 

must be edges of this clique. In other words the subgraph of  spanned by , , ,  must contain this 

clique. This information greatly reduces the search space. 
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Since the edges of  can be colored with  colors, the clique size of  is at most . (Remember, if the 

clique size of  is , then the edges of  cannot be colored with less than  colors.) From the 

graph  we delete the edges having color . We denote the resulting graph by . The graphical 

representation of  can be seen in Figure 15. 

 

Let us suppose for a moment that the clique size of  is  and let us try to locate a -clique in . This means 

that the clique size of  is either  or . Each node whose degree is  or less can be deleted from . 

Plainly, we may delete nodes , , , , . We call the resulting graph . From  we may delete the 

nodes , . On the other hand the nodes , , , ,  span a -clique in . 
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4.6. 4.6 Sixth example 
 

Example 4.6.1. Let  be the graph given by its adjacency matrix in Table 82. The graph has  nodes and  

edges. We included a version of the adjacency matrix where the main diagonal is filled with bullets. We will use 

this adjacency matrix for the edge coloring of . The graphical representation of  is depicted in Figure 17. 

 

It is clearly visible that the nodes , , ,  are the nodes of a -clique in . The  edges of this -clique 

must receive  distinct colors in an edge coloring of the edges of . We start now an edge coloring procedure. 

In Table 83 we listed a few cases how one can check whether two distinct edges of  can receive the same 

color or not. For the complete coloring, quite a large number of such small tables should be filled in. (Namely, 

 tables.) 
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The graph  in Example 4.6.1. has  nodes and  edges. We list the edges of  in the following order. 
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We define a new graph . The nodes of  are the edges of . Two distinct edges  and  of  

are connected in  if the set of the nodes  spans a -clique in . We call  the derived graph of 

. In the following very long-winded computation we construct the adjacency matrix of the graph . 

As usual the computation is organized in a form of filling tables. The -nd line in the -st array in Table 86 

holds  bullets. This means that the edges  and  are connected in . From the last column of the 

table we can read off the edges of  that are connected to edge  in . We have to fill  such tables to 

get the adjacency matrix of . 
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Remark 4.6.1. It seems that the edge coloring has a number of possible applications. 

• It can be used as a preconditioning technique. One simply can add an edge colored graph to the Carraghan-

Pardalos algorithm. 

• It can be used as a branching rule. In particular this looks useful when there are many color classes with one 

element. 

• It can be used as a method for estimating the clique size. When the largest color class is very large compared 

with the others it offers a new opportunity to estimate the clique size. 

The approach has not been implemented and has not been tested yet. 

Project 4.6.1. Carry out numerical experiments in connection with Remark 4.6.1. 
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5. 5 Branching rules 

 

When in the course of a typical maximum clique search algorithm an optimality test fails, that is, when we 

cannot establish that the clique size of the given graph is equal to a number  we usually divide the problem 

into smaller problems. We refer to this step as branching. In this chapter we collect a number of branching rules. 

We would like to point out that branching is intimately related to parallel execution of the clique search. 

Namely, it may happen that the resulting smaller problems can be handled independently of each other. 

5.1. 5.1 Search trees 
 

Example 5.1.1. Let  be the graph given by its adjacency matrix in Table 97. The graph has  nodes and the 

graphical representation of  is depicted in Figure 18. 

The Carraghan-Pardalos tree building or clique traversing procedure is illustrated in Table 98. For further details 

of the Carraghan-Pardalos algorithm see [8]. The Österga rd algorithm is described in [17]. 
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Example 5.1.2. Let  be the graph given by its adjacency matrix in Table 100. The graph has  nodes and  

edges. The graph in graphical form can be seen in Figure 20. 
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We include a larger search tree as an example. 

Example 5.1.3. The adjacency matrix of the graph  is in Table 101. The search tree is in Figure 21. (We did 

not generate the tree by a computer. It may not be correct. Please check it!) 
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5.2. 5.2 Spanning tree rule 
 

Given a finite simple graph . Choose a node of  and using a standard breadth first search let us 

construct a search tree. Let  be the sets of nodes of the search tree. These nodes, of course, are 

identical with the nodes of the given graph . Now form the following sets. 

• Set  to be the union of  and . 

• Set  to be the union of  and . 

• Set  to be equal to the union of  and . 

• Finally, let  be the union of  and . 

We are interested in computing the size of a maximum clique in . 
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Observation 5.2.1. If  is a maximum clique in , then  is a clique in the subgraph  of  spanned by 

 for some , . 

Proof. Note that a node in  cannot have a neighbor in any of . The clique  must have a node 

in one of the sets  as these sets form a partition of . Say,  has a node in . If each node of  

belongs to , then we are done. So we may assume that  has a node in , where . We distinguish 

two cases. 

• Case 1: . 

• Case 2: . 

We claim that in case 1 each node of  is in . Plainly  has no node in  as  has a node in . If 

 has a node in , then  cannot have a node in . 

Next we claim that in case 2 each node of  is in . Plainly  has no node in  as  has a node in . 

Further  has no node in  as  has a node in . [QED] 

Let us see an example. 

Example 5.2.1. The geometric representation of the graph  is in Figure 23 and the adjacency matrix of  is 

in Table 102. 

 

We compute the set of neighbors of node . This is . Then we compute the neighbors of the 

nodes , , . Each time we locate a neighbor we delete it from the graph. 
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We compute the neighbors of , , , , . 

 

Finally, we locate the neighbors of , , 

 

 

The tree recording this breadth first search can be seen in Figure 24. The appearance of the search tree is not 

pleasing, so we designed a new tree presented in Figure 25. 
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The sets , , ,  are the following 

 

Consequently, the sets , ,  are the following 

 

The adjacency matrices of the graphs , ,  spanned by , ,  in  are given in the arrays in 

Table 103, respectively. 

 

Since  is a clique of size  in itself, it remains to check if any of ,  contains any clique of larger size. 

In  we can delete the nodes , ,  because of their degrees. Then we can delete node . The remaining part 

is a clique of size . We left with the task to decide if  contains a clique of size at least . Node  can be 
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deleted for its degree is . Then node  can be deleted since its degree reduces to . The remaining graph is a 

clique of size . Thus the size of the maximum clique in  is . 

We include a more organized breadth search tree construction. The algorithm maintains two tables. The second 

table contains the partially built breadth search tree. The procedure halts when the tree is completed. The first 

table simply records the nodes of the partially built tree. In fact, we maintain two pointers. The first pointer 

points to the level of the tree we are working with. The second pointer points to the end of the list of already 

marked nodes. When the two pointers have equal values then the tree cannot be further enlarged. When the 

graph is not connected then there are still unprocessed nodes in the graph. In this sense, the tree building 

procedure can be used to detect whether a graph is connected or not. The procedure can be used to count the 

connected components. It also can be used to decide if a given node is reachable from another given node. 

Remark 5.2.1. This tree building algorithm has quite a number of applications. No wonder that almost each book 

contains it. We must have a good implementation of this method. The naive algorithm we present here works 

with an  by  table, where  is the number of the nodes of the given graph. It looks rather obvious that we 

do not actually need that amount of storage place. It looks clear that the algorithm can work with the adjacency 

matrix representation of  and also with the linked list representation of . 

Project 5.2.1. Implement the algorithm in a practically usable manner. 

The big question here is the following. We distinguish two types of clique search problems. In the first one we 

would like to locate a clique, it does not matter how. It is not a problem even if it is not optimal. They usually 

came from some real life application. The other type of clique search problem is that we want to show that the 

graph does not have any -clique. This might come from an application where the problem is arranged in such 

a way that the nonexistence of cliques proves the correctness of some claim. 

Project 5.2.2. Note, that for locating a coloring, the breadth first search outperformed the depth first search. On 

the other hand, proving that the coloring is not possible with a certain number of colors the depth first search 

outperforms the breadth first search. Is this just a fluke or there is something behind it? 
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Just for the sake of practice let us see a further example. 

Example 5.2.2. The geometric representation of the graph  can be seen in Figure 12 while the adjacency 

matrix of  is presented in Table 74. The breadth first search tree is in Figure 26. 

 

Remark 5.2.2. The new branching rule is not particularly advantageous when one wishes to list all maximum 

cliques of a given graph, each of them exactly once. It may happen that a maximum clique is a maximum clique 

in more than one of the subgraphs . In this case a given maximum clique maybe reported more 

than once. 

Remark 5.2.3. If the breadth first search tree has only two levels, then there are only one  graph and the 

original clique search problem is in fact not divided into smaller problems. This can happen only if  has a 

point which is connected to all the other nodes of . Handling this situation does not seem to pose a very big 

problem. The search tree most likely has a large number of levels if the original graph has a large diameter. 

(There are two nodes whose distance is large.) 

Remark 5.2.4. If the construction of the breadth first tree starts with a point whose degree is minimum, then the 

nodes on the first two levels of the tree span a clique in the given graph . This can be used to locate cliques in 

. In particular it provides a lower bound for the clique size of . 
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5.3. 5.3 Normal form 
 

There is a permutation of the nodes of a given graph which leads to a representation of the graph what maybe 

called a standard form or a normal form of the graph. The permutation of the nodes can be viewed as a partition 

of the nodes and for this reason we may refer to it as a normal partition or a standard partition of the nodes.  

Example 5.3.1. Let us consider the  graph given in Figure 12. The adjacency matrix of  can be seen in 

Table 74. 

This time we will use the linked list representation of . The linked list representation of  is given in Table 

108. The first column contains the nodes of . The following columns contain the neighbors of the node. The 

last but one column gives the degree of the node and in the last column we mark the pivot node. The pivot node 

is the first node on the list with maximum degree. In our case node  is the pivot node. The degree of  is . 

The neighbors of  are , , , , , , . We construct a sequence of graphs . The  

graph is equal to  by definition. The graph spanned by the neighbors of the pivot node in  will be graph 

. 
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The nodes not connected to the pivot element form the first section of the normal permutation under 

construction. In our case 

 

is the first section of the normal permutation. As the node  is not connected to itself, it is listed among the non-

neighbors. The order of the element does not play any role in our considerations. However, we put the pivot 

element in the first place and list the others in the natural order. The graph  is spanned by the neighbors of  

and is given in Table 108 using the linked list representation, again. 

We can read off the pivot element and the second section of the normal permutation, which is 

 

The graph  is spanned by the neighbors of  and is depicted in Table 108. 

We ended up with a graph consisting of isolated nodes. The decomposition procedure is over. The last two 

sections of the normal permutations are  and . The complete normal permutation is 
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The adjacency matrix of the graph  changes in appearance if we rearrange the rows and columns. The 

rearranged adjacency matrix is presented in Table 109. 

 

The reason we constructed this representation is the following. Let us partition the vertex set of  into the next 

three sets 

 

After deleting the edges 

 

The sets , ,  form the color classes of a legal -coloring of . Therefore the remaining graph  

cannot contain a clique of size larger than . On the other hand the nodes , ,  span a -clique in . This 

means that the clique number of  is exactly . Let  be the graphs spanned by the sets 

 

respectively. A clique of size  in  provides a clique of size  in . Thus it remains to check if any of 

 has a clique of size . This is the branching rule suggested by a normal permutation of the nodes of 

. 

Let us work out one further example. 

Example 5.3.2. This time let the given  graph be the one shown in Figure 23. The linked lists representation 

of  is in Table 110. 
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The pivot node is . The first section of the normal permutation is . The graph  spanned by 

the neighbors of  can be seen in Table 111. The pivot element is . The second section of the normal 

permutation is . The graph  spanned by the neighbors of  is depicted in Table 111. The node  is 

the pivot element. The third section of the normal permutation is . Table 111 shows the  graph. The 

pivot element is  and the fourth section of the normal permutation is . The next graph  occupies the 

small Table 111. 

We have reached a complete graph. The decomposition procedure is over. The last sections of the normal 

permutation are  and . The normal permutation is the following 

 

The rearranged adjacency matrix of  is in Table 111. Let us partition the vertex set of  into the following 

sets 
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After deleting the edges ,  we get a new graph  and  can be viewed as color 

classes of a legal -coloring of . So the clique number of  is at most . The nodes , , , , ,  

span a clique in . Therefore the clique number of  is exactly . Let ,  be the graphs spanned by 

,  in . A -clique in  gives a clique of size  in . It remains to decide if any of , 

 has a clique of size . Both  and  have  vertices and from this reason none of them contains a clique 

of size . 

 

Remark 5.3.1. The branching rule based on a normal permutation is not suitable for listing all the maximum 

cliques. We do not claim that it is not possible to overcome this obstacle. We just point out that it is not 

designed for listing purposes. 

Remark 5.3.2. One can design an algorithm using this branching rule. No such algorithm has been implemented 

yet. 

Project 5.3.1. The normal partition gives a lower bound for . Try to use a -function based on coloring to 

get an upper bound for . 

Project 5.3.2. The running time of the Carraghan-Pardalos algorithm and the running time of the Österga rd 

algorithms depend on the initial ordering of the nodes of the graph. Investigate how the initial ordering 

determined by a normal partition influences the running time. 

5.4. 5.4 Simultaneous colorings 
 

Given a finite simple graph . As a first phase of the algorithm we color the nodes of . In fact we 

may assume that several legal colorings of  are available. A way of referring to these colorings of  could 

be using the phrase simultaneous colorings of . A map  can be used to describe a 

coloring conveniently. For a node  in  the notation  stands for the color of . Let  be the 

simultaneous legal colorings of the given graph . Let  be the number of colors used in the coloring . 

Let us choose a coloring  with minimum . This will be the pivot coloring. Choose a color class of  with 

minimum size. Let  be all the nodes in the minimum color class. The graph spanned by the neighbors 
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of  in  is denoted by . The graph spanned by  in  is denoted by . The graph spanned by 

 together with its neighbors in  is denoted by . 

Observation 5.4.1. If  is a clique in , then either  is a clique in  or  is a clique in . 

Proof. We distinguish two cases. First we assume that  is a node of . In this case the nodes of  are 

elements of the set . Therefore  is a clique in . Secondly suppose that  is not a node of 

. In this situation  is a clique in . [QED] 

Observation 5.4.1 conveys the following message to us. If we are looking for a -clique in , then we should 

look for a -clique in  or we should look for a -clique in . The graph  is constructed from  

by deleting the node . Consequently, any legal coloring of  gives rise to a legal coloring of . The graph 

 is constructed from  by deleting the non-neighbors of . Consequently, any legal coloring of  gives 

rise to a legal coloring of . Simultaneous colorings of  give rise to simultaneous colorings of  and . 

Thus the branching procedure can be applied to  and . 

Let us consider an example. 

Example 5.4.1. Let the given graph  be the one given in Figure 12. The adjacency matrix of  is in Table 

74. 

Using greedy sequential colorings we prepared the three colorings of . These coloring are listed in Table 112. 

A coloring  can also be recorded as an incidence matrix . The rows of  are 

labeled by the nodes of  and the columns of  are labeled by the colors. The fact that node  of  

receives the color  is recorded by a bullet in the cell  in . 

 

We denote the three colorings in Table 113 by , , . The incidence matrix of the simultaneous colorings 

, ,  can be seen in the -st array of Table 113. 
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Each of the colorings , ,  has the same number of colors. Namely, each coloring has four colors. So we 

choose coloring  to be the pivot coloring. The color class  of  has the minimum size. We choose 

node  to be the pivot node. We are looking for a -clique in . The neighbors of  in  are , , , , , 

, . Let  be the graph spanned by these nodes in . Table 113 contains the simultaneous colorings of 

 inherited from the colorings , ,  of . The coloring  has only  colors and so there cannot be a -

clique in . (As a side result, node  can be deleted from  for the remaining part of the search. But we do 

not use this observation here.) 

The neighbors of the node  in  are , , , , , . Let  be the graph spanned by these nodes in 

. Table 113 contains the colorings of  inherited from the colorings , ,  of . Each of the colorings 

, ,  of  has three colors. We choose  to be the pivot coloring. The color class  of  is a 

minimum color class. The neighbors of the node  are ,  in . The coloring  has only one class in the 

new graph and so there cannot be a -clique in the graph spanned by  in . 

The node  has only one neighbor in  and so there cannot be a -clique in the graph spanned by  

in . The final conclusion is that  does not have any -clique. 

Remark 5.4.1. We may add simultaneous clique partitions to the simultaneous colorings. In this way we can get 

lower bounds for the possible clique sizes as the computation unfolds. Similarly, we may keep an edge coloring 

or a "look up table" in the memory and use them to prune the search tree. 

5.5. 5.5 Quasi coloring 
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Let  be a finite simple graph. Let  be a partition of  and suppose that  is the 

number of all the edges connecting the nodes of  . In other words we consider the graph spanned by  in 

 and  denotes the number of edges of this graph. Set . If  , then  is an 

independent set in . If , then each  is an independent set in  and  can be viewed as 

color classes of a legal -coloring of . We call the partition  a -quasi coloring of . 

Intuitively the closer is  to  the closer is a -quasi coloring to a -coloring. The quantity  can be 

called the number of disturbing edges. 

Given a partition  of  the  degree of a node  is the number of the neighbors of  in . 

We record the  degrees in a  matrix. The rows of  are labeled by the nodes of  and the columns 

of  are labeled by the colors . The map  is used to express the fact that the 

node  receives the color . Moving a node  from  to  creates a new quasi coloring . 

Here 

 

and  for each , , , . 

Suppose that  are the degrees of  with respect to the quasi coloring . Then the 

new degrees  of  with respect to the quasi coloring  can be computed in the 

following way. 

If  is an edge of , then 

 

and 

 

If  is not an edge of , then 

 

One can observe that if  holds for a  in , then moving  from  to  reduces the 

number of the disturbing edges. This move improves the quality of the quasi coloring and forms the base of a 

greedy quasi coloring algorithm. (See Figure 27.) 

 

Let us see an example. 

Example 5.5.1. We use the graph  in Figure 12. The adjacency matrix of  is in Table 74. 
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The initial quasi coloring is 

 

The degrees of the nodes of  with respect to this quasi -coloring can be seen in the -st array of Table 114. 

The rows are labeled with the nodes and the names of the nodes are in the -st column. The columns are labeled 

with the colors and the names of the colors are in the -st row. The colors of the nodes are in the -th column. 

The bracketed degrees inside the table are used to compute the number of disturbing edges. Which is this time 

. 

 

Let us still look at the -st array in Table 114. An inspection of this array reveals that  and so 

it is advantageous to move node  from  to . We compute the new degrees in a new array. We will call 

the element  the pivot element of the computation. We mark the pivot element with an " " symbol and also 

we mark the neighbors of the pivot element with a " " symbol. To hold these marking symbols we add a new 

column to the array. We will work with extended arrays. The extended new table are presented in the -nd array 

of Table 114. 
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The number of the disturbing edges in the new quasi coloring is . As 

 we choose node  to be the pivot element. We mark the pivot and its neighbors in the last 

column. The computation continues in Table 114 then in Tables 115 and 116. 
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Table 117 contains the rearranged adjacency matrix of the graph . It is clearly visible that the sets 

 

form a -quasi coloring of . The only disturbing edge is . After deleting the edge  

the remaining graph has a legal -coloring and so it cannot have a -clique. If  has a -clique, then it must 

be in the graph spanned by the common neighbors of the nodes  and . The common neighbors of  and 

 are , . If  has a -clique, then the graph spanned by  must contain a -clique. (But the 

unordered pair  is not an edge of .) In general, the following holds. 

Observation 5.5.1. If  are the graphs spanned by the common neighbors of the end points of 

disturbing edges of a -quasi coloring, then one has to look for -cliques in  in 

order to find -cliques in . 

We will refer to Observation 5.5.1 as the quasi coloring based branching rule. 

Let us work out a further example. 

Example 5.5.2. We use the graph  in Figure 23. The adjacency matrix of  is in Table 102. A greedy 

sequential coloring and clique partition give the results in Table 118. 

 

Thus the clique size of  is between  and . In notation  or . The upper bound 

suggests constructing a quasi -coloring of  and test if the upper bound  can be reduced. The initial quasi 

coloring is 
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The computation starts with the -st array of Table 116. The degrees of the nodes of  with respect to this 

quasi -coloring can be read off from this array. The bracketed degrees inside the array are used to compute the 

number of disturbing edges. Which is this time . 
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The computation terminates in Table 121. From the bracketed degrees one can be used to determine the number 

of the disturbing edges. This time the number of disturbing edges is equal to 

. In other words, there is only one disturbing edge with respect to this quasi 

coloring. The rearranged adjacency matrix of the graph  can be seen in Table 122. This adjacency matrix of 

course contains exactly the same information as the original. We included it simply for a visual inspection. 

 

From the quasi coloring and also from the rearranged adjacency matrix of  we can read out that there is one 

disturbing edge. Namely  is a disturbing edge. (After deleting this edge we end up with a legal -

coloring of the modified graph.) One should consider the graph  spanned by the common neighbors of , , 

that is,  is spanned by  in . The adjacency matrix of  is in Table 123. 

Plainly,  contains a clique of size  and so  contains a clique of size . 
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The interval  for the clique size of  is reduced to . It must be clear that this procedure may shrink 

the interval for the clique size in general. 

Let  be an interval that contains the clique size of a given graph . Construct a -quasi coloring of 

 and suppose that there are  disturbing edges in the quasi coloring. Let  be the graph spanned in  by 

the -th disturbing edge. Further assume that  is an interval containing the clique size of . 

Observation 5.5.2. Then  is an interval containing the clique size of , where 

 

 

Remark 5.5.1. Instead of a greedy algorithm one can devise a simulated annealing algorithm for quasi coloring. 

Remark 5.5.2. The quasi coloring algorithm can be used for locating quasi clique partitions. Both the greedy and 

the simulated annealing versions can be used. 

Remark 5.5.3. The quasi coloring based branching rule has not been implemented and has not been tested yet. 

Remark 5.5.4. The quasi coloring leads to a legal -coloring if by accident each color class happens to be free 

of edges. In this sense the greedy quasi coloring can be used as a greedy coloring algorithm. 

Remark 5.5.5. The quasi coloring algorithm maybe utilized for estimating the clique size of the graph. It 

provides lower bounds when we use it for greedy clique partition. It provides upper bounds, since it focuses our 

attention to well selected critical edges. 

The next few lines contain remarks on weighted greedy quasi coloring. Let  be a finite simple 

graph and let  be a positive integer. We would like to decide if  has a -clique. To each edge  of 

 we assign a weight . Instead of working with the original adjacency matrix of  to construct a 

quasi coloring of  we can use the weight matrix to construct a weighted quasi coloring of . We consider 

the subgraph  of  spanned by the set of nodes  in . We should notice that if  has a 

-clique, then  has a -clique. Conversely, if  has a -clique such that  is an edge of this 

clique, then  has a -clique. The motivation of the weighted quasi coloring is the following. Using the 

Carraghan-Pardalos algorithm we can decide whether  contains a -clique or not. Suppose for a 

moment that an oracle informs us how much this decision procedure costs us in computational resources. Let 

this cost be denoted by . (This cost can be for instance the computation time or the size of the search 

tree.) The sum of the weights in a quasi coloring is simply the cost of deciding whether  has a -clique or 

not. There are now a number of reasonable candidates for the weight . One can set  to be 

. The number of nodes of the subgraph  is equal to . In this case we try to 

convince ourselves that the larger the graph, the more it costs to locate a -clique in it. However, this 

conviction is open to debate. One may set  to be the chromatic number of  or a good upper bound of 

. One may suggest further possible weights to use. The point is that without numerical experiments we do 

not have any reliable guide lines. 
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Project 5.5.1. Work out the following ideas. Branching rules suggested by the edge coloring and branching. 

Branching rules suggested by the evaluation provided by the fictitious play. Branching rules suggested by the 

evaluations provided by linear or quadratic programming. Is there any connection with multi valued logic? 

Splitting partitions. 

Remark 5.5.6. The greedy quasi coloring procedure we use is based on a fixed ordering of the nodes of the given 

graph . On can construct several quasi coloring of  starting with various random permutations of the nodes 

of . The number of the disturbing edges may vary in these quasi colorings. This suggests to keep the best 

quality quasi coloring. 

Project 5.5.2. Carry out numerical experiments to see how the number of the disturbing edges varies with using 

different random permutations of the nodes of the given graph. 

5.6. 5.6 Minimum degree rule 
 

Given a finite simple graph . We choose a node . Let  be the graph spanned by 

 in  and let  be the graph spanned by  in . 

Proposition 5.6.1. If  is a clique in , then either  is a clique in  or  is a clique in . 

Proof. If  is not a node of , then each node of  is in . In this case  is a clique in . If  is 

a node of , then each of the neighbors of  is a node of . In this case  is a clique in . [QED] 

We choose a node  such that the degree of  is the smallest possible. Let  be the graph spanned by 

 in  and let  be the graph spanned by  in . By Proposition 5.6.1, a maximum 

clique of  is either a maximum clique in  or a maximum clique in . Next we choose a node  from 

 such that the degree of  is the smallest possible. Let  be the graph spanned by  in  

and let  be the graph spanned by  in . By Proposition 5.6.1, a maximum clique of  is a 

maximum clique of one of , , . One can repeat this procedure  times and get the conclusion that a 

maximum clique in  is a maximum clique in one of the graphs . We can choose  large 

enough to guarantee that  has only one node. If we are not interested in a maximum clique of size , then we 

can drop . Thus a maximum clique of  is a maximum clique in one of the graphs . We will 

refer to this observation as a minimum degree rule. 

Let us see an example. 

Example 5.6.1. The graph  is given by its adjacency matrix in Table 124. The possible geometric 

representation of  is in Figure 28. 
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We set up a list which contains the nodes of  together with their degrees. From this list we can choose a node 

with a minimum degree. The neighbors of this node together with the node will be the nodes of . We collect 

the nodes of the graphs  in an additional array given in Table 125. 
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The last array in Table 125 corresponds to a -clique in . Namely, the nodes , , , ,  are nodes of a 

-clique. (We recognized the clique by noticing that we have  nodes such that each node has degree .) Thus 

. On the other hand from Table 125 we can see that  cannot have any -clique. The length of each 

list is at most  and if we continue the procedure to add more column to Table 125 we cannot get a longer list 

than . Therefore . 

Remark 5.6.1. The above procedure is plainly usable to establish lower and upper bounds for the clique size of a 

given graph. Consequently, one can build an exhaustive search on this observation. Further the method provides 

an opportunity to parallelize the computations. 

We spell out the result in Remark 5.6.1 in a more explicit manner. The minimum degree rule procedure ends up 

with an -clique. Namely, with the situation when there are  unbracketed nodes and each has degree . 

There are  graphs . Let  be the maximum of the number of the nodes of . 

Proposition 5.6.2. For  the clique size of  holds. 

If one is willing to color the nodes of the graphs , then the upper bound in Proposition 5.6.2 can be 

improved. Let  be the maximum of the number of the colors used in a legal coloring of the nodes of 

, respectively. 

Proposition 5.6.3. For  the clique size of  holds. 

Remark 5.6.2. The parallel algorithm suggested by the minimum degree rule can play the role of a yard stick to 

assess the performance of other parallel algorithms. 

Project 5.6.1. The minimum degree rule is applicable to establish lower and upper bounds for the clique size of a 

given graph. Set up and carry out a large scale numerical experiment to collect data about these bounds. 

Project 5.6.2. Instead of working with the degrees of nodes one might try to work with color degrees of nodes. 

Formulate a minimum color degree procedure which is analogous to the minimum degree procedure. 
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Not all instances behave so well. Let us look at a further example. 

Example 5.6.2. Let us consider the graph  given by its adjacency matrix in Table 74. The graph has  

nodes,  edges and a graphical representation of  is in Figure 12 
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The last array in Table 128 corresponds to a -clique in . Namely, the nodes ,  are nodes of a -clique. 

(One can spot the clique by noticing that the undeleted  nodes both have degree .) It follows that . 

From Table 129 the reader can read off that  cannot have any -clique. The length of each list is at most . 

Therefore . The estimates we get are . 

From Table 130 we can read off the values of . The result is summarized in Table 131 It 

follows that . 

 

Remark 5.6.3. The coloring of the nodes of the graphs given in Table 129 can be used to establish upper bound 

for the clique size of . In other words the minimum degree rule can be used as a pruning rule or as an 

optimality test. 

Project 5.6.3. Implement the procedures suggested in Remark 5.6.3. 

6. 6 Optimality tests 

 

A very straightforward way to establish the fact that the clique number of a given graph  is equal to a number 

 is to find a lower bound  and an upper bound  for  such that . In this case 

 imply . We will refer to this idea as an optimality test. In this chapter we will 

collect a number of optimality tests. These basically will be rather elementary techniques to find an upper bound 

for . 

6.1. 6.1 Greedy coloring and clique partitioning 
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Let  be a finite simple graph and let  be its complement graph. Using a greedy 

coloring algorithm we color the vertices of  and . Suppose that the number of color classes in the legal 

coloring of the nodes of  is . Let  be the size of a largest color class in the legal coloring of the nodes of 

. 

Proposition 6.1.1. . 

Proof. Note that  holds. Further note that the elements of a color class in a legal coloring of 

 are the nodes of a clique in . This gives . Combining these together we get 

. [QED] 

Let us see an example. 

Example 6.1.1. Let  be the graph given by its adjacency matrix in Table 132. The graph has  nodes and the 

graphical representation of  is depicted in Figure 17. 

A greedy sequential coloring of the nodes of  provides  color classes 

 

It follows that . A greedy clique partitioning gives  cliques 

 

The largest clique has  nodes. Therefore . We have that . Consequently, 

. This is our simplest optimality test. The color classes and the cliques can be seen in Table 

133. 

 

 

Remark 6.1.1. When we construct color classes for the graph  we prefer to get as few color classes as 

possible. From this reason Brelaz's algorithm is preferable to the simple greedy sequential coloring. On the other 
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hand when we construct a clique partition for the graph  we prefer the largest clique to be as large as possible. 

The simple greedy sequential coloring tends to construct larger color classes than Brlelaz's algorithm. From this 

reason this time the simple greedy coloring procedure is recommended. 

6.2. 6.2 Partial edge coloring 
 

After seeing that coloring the nodes of the given graph can be used for testing optimality the reader probably 

guesses that coloring of the edges also can be used to test optimality. We choose an example to present the 

optimality test based on partitioning the nodes and partial coloring of the edges. 

Example 6.2.1. Let the graph  be defined by the incidence matrix in Table 134. The graph has  nodes and 

 edges. 

We color the nodes of  using a greedy sequential coloring. The color classes are 

 

The cliques in the clique partition of  are the following 

 

 

The greedy sequential clique partitioning does not give any -clique. Our simple optimality test is inconclusive. 

The color classes and the cliques can be seen in Table 135. 
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Using the “condensation” trick we decompose the graph . We partition the set of nodes  of  into 

 

The complement degrees are listed in Table 136. 

 

The condensing procedure has already been completed. (There is no row in which the bracketed degree is 

greater than the unbracketed.) The bipartite graph  spanned by 

 

in  is shown in Figure 29. 

We color the edges of . The coloring of the edges of  is happening in the following manner. The edges of 

 are the edges of , too. So any coloring of the edges of  can be viewed as a partial coloring of the edges 

of . We consider a legal partial coloring of the edges of , where the edges of  must be colored. 
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We select first a matching 

 

Clearly these edges can be colored with the same color. Say, we color these edges with color . We are left with 

the coloring of the edges 

 

One can check that the edge coloring given in Figure 29 is a legal edge coloring of . Therefore, for each 

-biclique in  the product  is at most . It follows that . The question remains if the graphs 

,  spanned by , , respectively, can contain a -clique. 

Using the condensing trick we test  and  separately. We partition the nodes of  into the sets 

, . We partition the nodes of  into the sets , 

. The complement degrees with respect to this partition are given in Table 136. The 

condensing procedures are also in Table 137. 
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The condensed and rearranged adjacency matrices of  and  are in Table 138. The bipartite graphs spanned 

by 

 

and 

 

are exhibited in Figure 30. The edges of both bipartite graphs can be colored with two colors. We can draw the 

conclusion that neither  nor  has a -clique. Therefore,  does not contain a -clique. 
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After some reflection we can realize that we are dealing with a decomposition of the graph . The 

decomposition can be summarized by the sets 

 

Using these sets and the adjacency matrix of  the  ordinary graphs and the three bipartite graphs can be 

reconstructed. The rearranged adjacency matrix of  is in Table 139. One may say that we are using quasi 

cliques to estimate the clique size. 
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A greedy sequential coloring of the nodes of the graph  gives the color classes 

 

A greedy sequential coloring of the nodes of  gives the color classes 

 

These colorings of  and  can be exploited when we color the edges of the bipartite graph  spanned by 

, . First we color the edges 

 

These edges are running between two color classes. Therefore they can receive the same colors, say color . 

Next we color the edges , , . The end points of these edges are distinct and are 

disjoint from the end points of the previous edges. Consequently, they can receive color . The remaining edges 

 

can receive color . Namely, the edges , ,  are running between two color classes and 

so they can receive the same color, say color . Further, the end points of the edges ,  are all 

distinct and are disjoint from the end points of the edges , , . (This whole argument 

seems a little futile. One probably is better off simply coloring the edges mechanically.) 
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Example 6.2.2. Consider the graph  given by the adjacency matrix in Table 140. We carry out a condensing 

procedure in connection with this graph in Tables 141 and 142. 
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Let ,  be the graphs spanned by 

 

respectively. Let  be the bipartite graph spanned by  and  in . A greedy sequential coloring of the 

nodes of the graphs  and  gives the colors classes 

 

respectively. A greedy sequential clique partitioning of the graphs  and  provides the cliques 

 

respectively. A lower bound of the clique size of  is . An upper bound for the clique size of 

 is . A greedy sequential coloring of the edges of  gives the color classes 

 

In other words, the edges of  can be colored with  colors. The solution of the optimization problem 

 

shows that  is an upper bound for the clique size of . In symbols . 

6.3. 6.3 The profile method 
 

The easiest way to describe the profile technique is to illustrate it by means of a worked-out example. 

Example 6.3.1. Consider the graph  given by the adjacency matrix in Table 144. The graph has  

nodes and  edges. 
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We partition the set of nodes of  into two sets. Namely, we set 

 

Clearly  and  are disjoint and their union is equal to  the set of nodes of . We define three new 

graphs. Let  and  be spanned by  and , respectively. Finally, let  be the bipartite graph spanned 

by the sets ,  in . 

Using the simplest greedy sequential coloring algorithm we color the nodes of  and . The color classes of 

 are 
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The color classes of  are 

 

Let . We define a color degree of  with respect to . We consider the set . This set spans a 

subgraph in . We color this subgraph of  and we call the number of colors the color degree of  with 

respect to . 

We may use any coloring procedure we choose. This means that different people will find different color 

degrees for the node . The chromatic number of the subgraph spanned by  is uniquely determined 

but it might be hard to compute. This is the reason we are satisfied with a not well defined but efficiently 

computable color degree. 

Let . We define a color degree of  with respect to  in a similar way. The color degrees of the nodes 

of  and  are given in Table 145. 

From each of the color classes , , ,  we pick a node with a largest color degree. We get four degrees 

this way. We then order these degrees in a non-increasing order. The resulting sequence of degrees we call the 

color degree profile of . 

Similarly, from each of the color classes , ,  we choose a node with a maximum color degree. Then 

we order the three degrees in a non-increasing order. The sequence we get is the color degree profile of . The 

profiles of  and  are given in Table 145. 
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Suppose there is a clique  in  such that  nodes of  is in  and  nodes of  in . It means that the 

bipartite graph  contains an -biclique. 

In Table 146 we test first the ,  possibility. Note that the color degree of each node of the -

biclique in the set  is at least . Similarly, the color degree of each node of the -biclique in the set  is 

at least . We can compare the required color degrees with the available color degree. The  signs indicate that 

,  choice is not possible. 

The final conclusion we can read off of Table 146 is that either each node of the clique  is in  or each node 

of the clique  is in . Or . 

Let us see an additional example. 

Example 6.3.2. Consider the graph  given by the adjacency matrix in Table 140. This is the same graph we 

used in Example 6.1.3. 
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We compute the outer color degrees of the nodes of the bipartite graph  with respect to the graph . The 

result is summarized in Table 148. We used the rearranged adjacency matrix of  given in Table 147 to 

compute the color degrees of the nodes of  and . 

 

The nodes of  are partitioned into  color classes. We choose a largest degree from each color class and 

order these numbers in non-increasing order. The resulting , , , ,  sequence is called the profile of . 

The nodes of  are partitioned into  color classes. We pick a largest degree from each color class and order 

these numbers in a non-increasing order. The resulting , ,  sequence is called the color degree profile of 

. 
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Let  be a -clique in  such that  is the set of nodes of . As the sets ,  form a partition of , the 

sets 

 

form a partition of . We distinguish the following four cases. 

• Case 1: , . 

• Case 2: , . 

• Case 3: , . 

• Case 4: , . 

In case 1 . As we are interested in -cliques  in  with  we may disregard case 1. 

In cases 2 and 3  is a clique in  and , respectively. In these cases the -clique problem is reduced to a 

smaller problem. 

We are left with case 4. Set , . Clearly, 

 

The values of  and  range over  possible values independently of each other. The tests of the arising cases 

are listed in Tables 150 and 151. 
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Remark 6.3.1. The last array of Table 153 records a -clique in the graph . Namely, the nodes , , , , 

 are nodes of a -clique in . Tables 150 and 151 contain the computations that  does not contain a -

clique  such that some nodes of  are in the set  and at the same time, some of the 

nodes of  are in the set . On the other hand the quasi clique search procedure 

discovered a -clique in . Of course the nodes of this -clique must lie entirely either in  or entirely in . 

This reduces the original problem into two smaller problems. We may say that the ideas presented here can also 

be used as branching rules. 

6.4. 6.4 Quasi coloring 
 

In this section we will show that the greedy quasi clique search algorithm can be modified to find lower bound 

for the clique size of a given graph. In this sense the greedy quasi clique search algorithm can be utilized as an 

optimality test. We present the method in connection with a worked-out example. 

Example 6.4.1. Let us consider the graph  given by its adjacency matrix in Table 140. This is the same graph 

 given in Example 6.3.2.. 

We carry out a greedy quasi clique search algorithm in connection with the graph  given in Example 6.4.1. 

As a first step we partition the nodes of the graph into two sets 

 

The first set  is the set of the nodes of the quasi clique we work with. We record the degrees of the nodes 

with respect to the partition in a table. This time Tables 152 and 153 contain the details of the computation. The 

rows of the table are labeled by the nodes of the graph. The first column contains the degrees in the first set and 

the second column contains the degrees in the second set. We pick a node in the first set with a minimal degree 

and remove this point from the first set. Then we pick a point in the second set with maximal degree and move 

the point to the first set. 

From the last array in Table 153 we can read off that the nodes , , , ,  of  are the nodes of a -clique 

in . It follows that . Combining this with  we get that . 
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Remark 6.4.1. One can notice that the computation can be carried out using the linked list representation of the 

graph . The computations presented in Table 154 and Table 155 show how to get the initial table from the 

linked list representation of the graph . Then the procedure continues with Table 141. 
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Let us see a further example. 

Example 6.4.2. Let us consider the graph  given by it adjacency matrix in Table 158. The graph has  

nodes. The linked list representation of  is in Table 159. 
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A greedy sequential coloring of  gives the color classes in Table 160. 
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From the last array in Table 163 we can read off that the nodes , , , , , , ,  are the nodes of an 

-clique in . Suppose, for a moment, that the -quasi clique we constructed is not a complete -clique. In 

other words assume that there are no adjacent nodes in the constructed -quasi clique. In this case we drop a 

node with a minimal degree from the quasi clique and start a greedy -quasi clique search with the resulted 
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table. Repeating this procedure several times we end up with a quasi clique that is a complete clique in . This 

is a greedy clique search algorithm. The algorithm has not been implemented yet and the experimental results 

are missing. 

Project 6.4.1. Implement the greedy clique search algorithm described above and carry out numerical 

experiments to see how it compares with other greedy clique search procedures. 
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6.5. 6.5 Hamming distance matrix 
 

Let  be a simple graph. Let ,  be adjacent nodes of . We will call the number of the common 

neighbors of  and  the degree of the edge . The Hamming distance of the rows of the adjacency 

matrix of  labeled by  and  is equal to the degree of the edge . We will form a matrix whose 

rows and columns are labeled by the nodes of  and the entry in the -th row and -th column is equal to the 

degree of the edge . We will use the following observation systematically. 

Observation 6.5.1. If the largest entry in the Hamming distance matrix of the graph  is equal to , then 

. 

Proof. Set  and suppose that . Let ,  be nodes of a -clique in . Then the number of 

common neighbors of  and  is at least . It follows that  and so . [QED] 

Example 6.5.1. Consider the graph  whose adjacency matrix is the -st matrix in Table 167. The -nd matrix 

in Table 167 is the Hamming distance matrix of . 
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From the -nd matrix in Table 167 one can read off that . On the other hand from the 

matrix we can see that . 

Example 6.5.2. Let  be defined by its adjacency matrix presented as the -st matrix in Table 168. We 

computed the Hamming distance matrix of . This is the -nd matrix in Table 168. 

 

It follows that . If , then the edges whose degree is at most  can be deleted 

from  to get a new graph . The adjacency matrix and the Hamming distance matrix of  are in Table 

169. 
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It follows that . This leads to the contradiction . Thus 

. If , then the edges whose degree is at most  can be deleted from  to get a 

new graph . The adjacency matrix of  is in Table 170. 

 

We use now a greedy quasi clique search to find a lower bound for . We partition the set of 

nodes of  into 

 

The quasi clique search locates a -clique. The nodes , ,  are the nodes of a -clique in . The details of 

the quasi clique search are in Table 171. 

 

In case we need all -cliques in , then we should use for example the Carraghan-Pardalos algorithm. 

Remark 6.5.1. When the graph  is sparse it is reasonable to keep an adjacency matrix representation of  

and also a linked list representation of . We can compute the degree of the edge  by running through 

the list linked to  and check each time whether  is equal to  or not. This requires less 

computation than scanning two rows of the adjacency matrix. Also it requires less work than computing the 

intersection of the lists linked to  and  respectively. 

Example 6.5.3. Let us compute the Hamming distance matrix of the graph  defined by the adjacency matrix 

in Table 134. The Hamming distance matrix is in Table 172. 
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It follows that . If , then we can delete the edges whose degrees are at most . 

Let  be the graph we get from  after deleting the edges. The Hamming distance matrix of  has only 

zero entries. This gives that  and leads to the contradiction . 

Therefore, . 

 

Example 6.5.4. For the sake of some further practice let us compute the Hamming distance matrix of the graph 

 whose adjacency matrix is in Table 18. 
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It follows that . If , then we can delete the edges whose degrees are at most . 

Let  be the graph we get from  after deleting the edges. The Hamming distance matrix of  has only  

and  entries. This gives that  and leads to the contradiction . 

Therefore, . If , then we can delete the edges whose degrees are at most . Let  be the 

graph we get from  after deleting the edges. 

 

In the Hamming distance matrix of  only  and  entries appear. We can read off that the nodes , , , , 

 are the nodes of a -clique in . 

Project 6.5.1. When the chromatic number is larger than the lower bound for the clique size, then we may try to 

narrow the gap using edge coloring, dynamic programming, -  linear programming, simultaneous coloring 

and simultaneous clique partitions. 

6.6. 6.6 The -function 
 

The Österga rd algorithm works with a fixed ordering of the nodes of the graph . Say, the order of 

the nodes  is fixed. The algorithm sets . If  and  are adjacent in , then the 
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algorithm sets . If  and  are not adjacent in , then the algorithm sets . In 

general when  are known,  can be computed. Namely,  holds if the 

graph spanned by  does not contain a -clique. On the other hand 

 will hold if the graph spanned by  does contain a -clique. 

Let us modify this procedure. When  are known, we choose an . If the 

graph spanned by  does not contain a -clique, then we swap  and  and then 

set . In this way  will increase only when for each  the graph 

spanned by  does contain a -clique. Our activity can be described such that we try 

to keep the function  slowly growing in a greedy manner. We do not mind paying the price of testing more 

nodes and we do not mind changing the original order of the nodes. How can this new procedure be exploited? 

We may stop constructing the function  just before it reaches the value . In this case we get a subset  of 

 which does not contain any -clique. Thus we are able to construct an -clique free subsets of . We may 

repeat the procedure with  and get a new -clique free subsets  of . Continuing in this way we end 

up with an -clique free coloring of , where  are the color classes. Using the color classes we get 

an upper estimate for the clique size of . Namely, . At this moment, without making any real 

computation, it seems to me that this is a neat and practically feasible way to get upper estimates for the clique 

size of . 

Project 6.6.1. Implement the algorithm. 

Remark 6.6.1. There maybe a cheap test to check if an  can be added to  as a 

. For example we can use coloring or the function  itself. In such a case we should add  to  

and we construct function  in a cheaper way. As a net result the clique search algorithm might speed up. 

Let  be a finite simple graph with  and let  be a fixed permutation 

of the nodes of . We set , . Let  be the graph spanned by  in 

. Finally let . 

Let us see two examples. 

Example 6.6.1. The adjacency matrix of the graph  is in Table 74. The nodes of  are , 

that is, . We choose the permutation  of  to be simply the 

identical permutation, that is, . The computation of the function  is summarized in 

Table 176. The graph of  is in Figure 32. 

The purpose of the whole exercise is to get familiar with the notations. (Just to get our hands dirty.) 
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Example 6.6.2. The adjacency matrix of the graph  is in Table 140. The computation of the function  is 

summarized in Table 177. The graph of the function is in Figure 32. We swapped nodes  and . The new 

adjacency matrix is in Table 178. 
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The function  can be used to determine the clique number of the graph . 

Lemma 6.6.1. . 

Proof. Let . Let  be a maximum clique in  and suppose that the size of  is 

equal to . In other words we are assuming that . We construct the function  using the fixed 

permutation  of the nodes of . The nodes  of  form a subsequence of the sequence 

. There is an integer  such that . By the definition of , it follows that 

. Thus  must hold. On the other hand as  is a maximum clique in , we get 

that . [QED] 

One can determine the maximum of  by using a linear search computing 

 one by one. There is a possible shortcut in determining the maximum of 

. Namely, we should compare  with the largest value  we have found among 

. Instead of computing the size of the maximum clique in the graph , it is enough to 

decide if the clique size of  is equal to . If , then  and we have found a larger 

value in the sequence . If , then , that is,  and so the 

maximum among  is equal to . The saving in computation is coming from the fact that 

deciding if the clique size of  is equal to  is an easier job than computing the clique size of . The 

larger the  compared to , the larger the saving. It is easier to spot if a graph does not contain a large 

clique than computing the clique size. 

In order to formalize the procedure of locating the maximum of  we define a new function  

by . Clearly . 

Lemma 6.6.2.  is a monotone decreasing step function and it never jumps downwards by a value larger 

than . 

Proof. Assume to the contrary that  jumps down by a value of more than . Say ,  

and . Since , there is a  such that , . The graph  contains a clique  

of size  and  is a node of . It follows that the graph  must contain a clique of size  or . 

Thus . This leads to the , a contradiction. [QED] 

Using a greedy sequential coloring algorithm we colors the nodes of the graph  in Example 6.6.1.. The colors 

classes , , ,  are in Table 180. The rearranged adjacency matrix of  is in Table 181. 
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It is interesting to note that the graphs , , , ,  spanned by , , , ,  are simple paths 

and so their nodes can be colored with  colors. This means that we can compute  essentially using greedy 

sequential colorings. 

Using a greedy sequential coloring algorithm we color the nodes of the graph  in Example 6.1.1. The color 

classes are given in Table 185 and the rearranged adjacency matrix is in Table 184. 

 

 

 

Interestingly, again, the graphs , , , ,  can be handled by greedy coloring arguments. 

6.7. 6.7 Pruning rule based on large degree nodes 
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Let  be a finite simple graph. Let  be the vertices of . The degrees of the nodes are 

. In certain situations, we can read off the clique number of  from the degree list with 

relatively low cost. The most trivial such situation is when . Now  is a 

clique and . 

Let us consider another situation. 

Proposition 6.7.1. Suppose the nodes of  are partitioned into  and  such that 

 

and 

 

Then  is an even number and . 

Proof. Now, for  there is a , say , such that the pair  is not an edge of , that is, 

. For  there is a , say , such that . Continuing in this way we get 

that  is an even number. Further, the nodes  are nodes of a clique in . It follows 

that . On the other hand . Pick  nodes from . By the 

pigeon-hole principle, there are  points whose degree are at most . There must be two among 

these which are not adjacent in . [QED] 

Next consider the situation when  for each , . We will work in the complement 

graph  of . In  the degree of each vertex is at most . Therefore  can be decomposed into a disjoint 

union of some isolated points, some paths, and some circles. We construct a subset  of . Initially we put 

each isolated point into . Let  be a path in  whose nodes are  and whose edges are 

 

(Here  must hold.) We put  into . We delete the nodes ,  and we delete the edges , 

 from . In this way we get a new shorter path  from . In case , we do not get any new 

path since we deleted all nodes of . In the  case we again do not get any new path. After the deletions, 

an isolated point will remain. We repeat this procedure until all the paths disappear. Let  be a circle in  

whose nodes are  and whose edges are 

 

(Here  must hold.) We put  into . We delete the nodes , ,  and we delete the edges 

 

We get a path  from the circle. In case , the path  is not really a path. It reduces to an isolated point. 

We eliminated one circle and we get a new path or a new isolated point. Continuing in this way finally we get 

rid of all the circles and all the paths and all the isolated points. We claim that  is the set of nodes of a clique 

in . Set . It follows that . Of course we think that  holds, too. But I do not 

have any simple short argument to prove this. (Using -error detecting codes in graphs and dominance of nodes 

we will offer a proof.) 

Remark 6.7.1. Suppose that the degrees of the nodes are maintained, for some reason, in the course of a clique 

search algorithm. The above observation helps to prune large chunks from the search tree. 
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Remark 6.7.2. The triangle free coloring was a kind of answer for the challenge posed by Bogdán's evil graph. 

This is a new protection against the evil graph. 

The definition of the evil graph is the following. Let  be a finite simple graph such that , 

where  is a positive integer. If the complement of  consists of  disjunct isomorphic copies of a circle of 

length , then we call  an evil graph. The reason for the name is that the Carraghan-Pardalos clique search 

algorithm performs badly in these graph. 

Remark 6.7.3. For a very special family of graphs, we have a polynomial time greedy procedure to compute the 

clique size of a given graph in the family. Does this type of argument work when the degree of each node in the 

complement graph is at most ? 

Let  be a simple graph and let  be the length of the shortest path from node  to node  in 

. If nodes  and  are not connected by a path in , then we may set  to be infinity. However, we 

do not want points having infinite distances so we may set the distance of the path between unconnected nodes 

to be a sufficiently large integer, say . Note that the function  is a distance function 

and so  can be viewed as a metric space. We can talk about balls in . For a node  of  and for a 

positive integer  we define 

 

the ball centered at  with radius . Let  be a subset of . Using , we construct a family of balls. Namely, 

the set of balls , . Let  be a subset of . The quantity 

 

is called the minimum inner distance of . The inner distance of a set which does not have at least two 

elements is not too interesting and so we restrict our attention to subsets of  that has at least two elements. A 

subset  of  can be called a code. Intuitively, elements of  are used as code words. In an information 

channel, a code word maybe distorted. An edge between the code words  and  indicates that  can be 

distorted to  and  can be distorted to . We can talk about -error detecting codes. Suppose  is our code. 

One sends the code word , where . During transmission,  is distorted and instead of the code word , 

we receive a node  of  that is a neighbor of . If none of the neighbors of  is a code word, that is, none of 

the neighbors of  belongs to , then we can detect the error simply by recognizing that the received node is 

not in . If for each code word  of  the neighbors of  do not belong to , then we say that  is a -error 

detecting code. We can consider the family of balls of radius  each centered at a code word. If in this family 

there is no ball that contains the center of another ball, then the code  is a -error detecting code. We can talk 

about -error detecting codes. The code  is an -error detecting code if for each  in  none of the nodes 

of  whose distance from  is  belongs to . We can consider the family of balls of radius , each 

centered at a code word. If in this family there is no ball that contains the center of another ball, then the code 

 is an -error detecting code. Let  be a subset of . The quantity 

 

is called the minimum inner distance of . The inner distance of a set which does not have at least two 

elements is not too interesting and so we restrict our attention to subsets of  that has at least two elements. 

Proposition 6.7.2. Suppose  is a subset of  and . The code  is an -error detecting code if and 

only if the inner distance of  is at least . 

The -error detecting codes are related to the  queens problem. We construct a graph . The nodes of  are 

the  cells of the  by  chess board. Two distinct nodes  and  are connected if 

the cells are either in the same row or in the same column. In the first part of this section we explained that a 

graph  has a -clique if in the complement graph  there is a -error detecting code  with . 

We can construct a -error detecting code in a sequential greedy manner. The procedure is very similar to the 

greedy sequential coloring of the nodes of a graph. We construct here color classes too. We pick the first node 

of  and put it into the first color class. Thus we may assume that we are dealing with a partial coloring and we 
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try to extend this partial coloring by assigning a color to an uncolored node. We choose an uncolored node of 

. This node fits into a color class if its distance from each of the nodes is at least . We check if the 

uncolored node fits into the first color class. If it does, then we put it in the first color class. If it does not fit into 

a color class, then we check if it fits into the next one. We place the uncolored point into the first class that it fits 

into. In the special case when each node of  has a degree at most , where , then this greedy 

procedure gives an optimal size -error detecting code. Therefore we end up with the exact value of the clique 

size of . In general the greedy procedure gives us only a lower estimate of the clique size of . The question 

is of course if this procedure offers any practical benefit. 

The geometric language of spheres suggests some heuristic. We may assign volume to a sphere. With a -error 

detecting code  in  we associate a family of spheres , . Two spheres in this family may have 

nodes in common. But they never have an edge in common. This motivates the following definition. Let the 

volume of a sphere be the number of edges in the sphere. The volume of the sphere  is equal to the 

degree of the node  in . We want to choose a -error detecting code  in  for which  is as large as 

possible. It means that we should choose spheres with possibly small volumes. In some cases the heuristic 

reasoning is quite reasonable. Suppose that  and  is the unique neighbor of  in . Now 

 and so node  dominates node  in . Thus we may delete  from  without reducing the 

clique size of . A moment of reflection will convince the reader that we simply added the sphere  to 

the family of spheres associated with the -error detecting code. In this very special case the heuristic principle 

is absolutely sound. The heuristic principle is not particularly new. We already tried choosing the largest degree 

nodes successively. The language of geometry and volume suggests upper estimates for the clique size, too. 

Suppose  are the degrees of the nodes in . We arrange things such that . 

Let  be the number of edges in . Suppose , then . 

 

We can talk about -error correcting codes. Suppose  is a code, that is,  is a subset of . One is sending a 

code word . During transmission the word  is damaged and instead of  we receive a node  of  that is a 

neighbor of . From the received word , we cannot reconstruct  if there are several nodes in  whose 

distance from  is . But if for each  in  there is at most one  in  such that , then we can 

reconstruct  from  without any ambiguity. We can consider the family of balls of radius , each centered at 

a code word. If the balls are disjoint in this family, then the code  is a -error correcting code. In other words, 

packing the metric space  by balls is a problem which is related to error correcting codes. We can talk 

about -error correcting codes. The code  is an -error correcting code if the set of balls ,  is 

a packing system of . The connection between packing systems and the minimum inner distance of  is the 

following. 

Proposition 6.7.3. Suppose  is a subset of  and . The collection of balls ,  forms a 

packing system of  if and only if the minimum inner distance of  is at least . 

Let  be a finite simple graph. Let  and  be nodes of  such that . If 

, then we say that node  dominates node . Let  be the graph spanned by . It is 

known that if  contains a clique of size , then  also contains a clique of size . This means that 
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. We will express this fact by saying that node  can be deleted from  without reducing the 

clique size of . Let  be a finite simple graph. Let  be the complement graph of . Let  be 

a path in  whose nodes are  and whose edges are 

 

Note that 

 

and . It follows that node  dominates node  in . Therefore node  can be deleted from 

 without reducing the clique size. Repeating this procedure proves that if  is a path of length , then 

 for each -error detecting code  in . Let  be a finite simple graph. Let  

be the complement graph of . Let  be a circle in  whose nodes are  and whose edges are 

 

Here we assume that . Let  be a -error detecting code in . We may assume that , since this 

is only a matter of changing the names of the nodes . Now  is a ball in the family of balls 

, . It follows that none of the nodes , ,  can be the center of any ball in the family. We 

can delete the nodes , ,  from  and we can delete the edges 

 

from . In this way we get rid of a circle and get a path instead. This gives that if  is a circle of length 

, then  for each -error detecting code  in . 

Let us consider the linear program in Table 186 

 

The -  version of this linear program is related to -error detection codes on the graph , where 

 and 

 

The balls of radius  centered at  are the following 
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If , then from the -st constraint we get . In general 

 

Let  be a -  feasible solution of the linear program and set . Consider the 

family of balls , . Note that in this family of balls, there is no ball that contains the center of 

another ball. Therefore  is a -error detecting code. The converse is also true. Let  be a -error 

detecting code. Set  if  and set  if , that is, 

 

Then  is a feasible -  solution of the linear program. Let us turn our attention to the dual of the 

linear program given in Table 186. 

 

We can construct a feasible solution for the dual. Namely, we may set 

 

The weak duality theorem says that  for each -error detecting code  in the graph . In general, if 

 is a circle of length  and  is even, then  for each -error detecting code  in . The 

argument works for odd , too. If  is a circle of length , then  for each -error detecting 

code  in . 
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We work out some examples to illustrate the greedy clique search procedure. 

Example 6.7.1. Let  be simple graph with  nodes. The complement graph  is given in Figure 36. 

 

After the -rd step, only one isolated node remains. This means that the original graph  contains a -clique. 

An independent set in  is depicted in Figure 37. 

 

7. 7 Edge coloring 

 

In this chapter we return to the problem of coloring the edges of a given graph. In this text, coloring of the edges 

is motivated by the fact that an edge coloring can be utilized to establish an upper estimate for the clique size of 

a graph. Mainly, we will be interested in finding out if the edge coloring can provide sharper upper estimates 

than the commonly used node coloring. 

7.1. 7.1 Edge coloring via SAT 
 

Let  be a finite simple graph and let  be a positive integer. Suppose that the edges of  are 

colored using  colors such that 

• each edge of  receives exactly one of the  colors. 

• if , ,  are nodes of a -clique in , then the edges , ,  receive three distinct 

colors. 

For easier reference, we call this type of coloring of the edges of a graph an A-type edge coloring. 

Suppose that the edges of  are colored using  colors such that 

• each edge of  receives exactly one of the  colors. 

• if , , ,  are nodes of a -clique in , then the edges ,  receive two distinct colors. 

We call this type of coloring of the edges of a graph a B-type edge coloring. If a coloring of the edges of a graph 

is an A-type and a B-type coloring simultaneously, then we simply speak of an edge coloring of the graph. 
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Let  be a finite simple graph. We introduce propositional variables . The interpretation of 

this variable is that the edge  of  is colored with color . Suppose we use  colors. The number of 

these variables is . We go through all pairs ,  and if  is an edge of  then we 

consider the clauses 

 

 

The clause  expresses the fact that edge  receives at least one of the colors 

. The number of these clauses is . The intuitive meaning of the clauses 

 

is that the edge  receives at most one of the colors . There are  such clauses. 

We go through the triplets , . If , ,  are nodes of a -clique in , then we 

consider the clauses 

 

 

 

The intuitive meaning of these  clauses is that two distinct sides of the triangle cannot receive the same color. 

Each triangle contributes  clauses. We included Figure 38 to illustrate the -cliques and -cliques involved in 

the argument. 

 

We go through all quadrangles , . If , , ,  are nodes of a -clique in 

, then we consider the following clauses 

 

 

 

The meaning of these clauses is that opposite sides of the quadrangle cannot receive the same color. Each -

clique in  contributes  clauses. 

Project 7.1.1. Work out the details of the SAT reformulations for the ,  types of edge coloring, too. 
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7.2. 7.2 Reducing the number of clauses 
 

Let  be propositional variables. The constraint that at most one of  is satisfied can be 

formulated in various ways. The most straightforward method is perhaps putting 

 

If there are  variables then the number of these clauses is . We describe a second possibility. We 

introduce auxiliary variables  and the following conditions. 

 

 

Proposition 7.2.1. The conditions (1)-(10) give that at most one of  is satisfied. 

Proof. In order to verify the claim of the proposition, suppose that . From (6) we get that , 

. 

For the remaining part of the proof we may assume that . Again, we claim that at most one of 

 is satisfied. In order to verify the claim assume that . From (7) we get that , . 

An argument similar to the earlier one gives that ,...,  and then . For the 

remaining part of the proof we may assume that , . Continuing in this way we can settle all 

cases. [QED] 

The condition 

 

can be replaced by the following three clauses 

 

This means that when we replacing the  equivalences we are adding  new clauses. When we have  

variables , then we add  new clauses. The first approach works with  clauses and 

with  variables. The second approach works with  clauses and with  variables. 

Project 7.2.1. How the two approaches perform in non-trivial computations? 
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7.3. 7.3 Thinning the derived graph 
 

Let  be a finite simple graph. Using , we construct a new graph  and we call  

the derived graph of . The nodes of  are the edges of . Two distinct nodes  and  of  

are adjacent if the set of nodes  spans a clique in . In order to avoid unnecessary confusion 

we distinguish two cases. If , then  has  elements and it spans a -clique in . If 

, then  has  elements and it spans a -clique in . There is a certain amount 

redundancy in the adjacency matrix  of . If ,  are adjacent nodes in  such that 

, then ,  are adjacent nodes in . Further, ,  are adjacent 

nodes in . We will inspect the edges of  and try to delete edges from . This is the thinning procedure 

mentioned in the title. Assume that our main task is to decide if the given graph  has a -clique, where  is 

a given positive integer. Suppose ,  are adjacent nodes in  and . This 

means that , , ,  are nodes of a -clique in . We compute the following set of nodes 

 

In plain English  is the set of common neighbors of , , , , , that is, 

. Let  be the subgraph of  spanned by . If  does not contain 

any -clique, then the -clique whose nodes are , , ,  cannot be part of a -clique in . On the 

other hand, if  does contain a -clique, then augmenting this clique with the nodes , , , , we 

end up with a -clique in . The piece of information that the -clique with vertices , , ,  is not part 

of any -clique in  can be recorded conveniently by deleting the  edges connecting the nodes 

 

of . There are more than one ways to test if  contains a -clique. Since  is a smaller graph than 

 and we are looking for a smaller clique in  , it is not out of question to feed  into a clique search 

algorithm. We may feed  into the Carraghan-Pardalos algorithm. This method always decides if  has a 

-clique. We may use any technique which provides upper bound for the clique size of . This 

approach can be inconclusive from time to time. Some of the estimates are not too time consuming. For 

instance, using coloring of nodes, coloring edges or using dynamic programming are not demanding in terms of 

computational resources. 

7.4. 7.4 Edge coloring examples 
 

We will show, by means of exhibiting infinite families of examples, that the A type edge coloring can give 

sharper upper estimates for the clique size than the node coloring does. 

Example 7.4.1. Let the graph  be defined by the adjacency matrix in Table 188. A geometric representation of 

 can be seen in Figure 39. We started with a circle of length  whose edges are , , , ,  and node  

that is disjoint from the circle. Then we connected node  to all the nodes , , , , . 
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Using a greedy sequential coloring we colored the edges of . The color classes of the edges are given in Table 

189. In Figure 39 the color classes of the edges are marked using different type of lines to make the edge 

coloring more visible. 

• The edges in color class  are thin lines. 

• The edges in color class  are double lines. 

• The edges in color class  are solid lines. 

As the edges can be colored with  colors, . The nodes , ,  are the nodes of a -clique in . 

Therefore . We claim that the nodes of  cannot be legally colored with  colors. In order to verify 

the claim we assume to the contrary that the nodes of  can be legally colored with  colors, say with the 

colors , , . Note that the nodes , , , ,  are on a cycle  of length . Each node of  is connected 

to node . We may assume that node  receives color . It follows that the nodes of  are colored with  

colors. But a cycle with odd length cannot be colored with  colors. 

We start the whole edge coloring all over, this time working more systematically. We draw a new picture of the 

graph  in Example 7.4.1 shown in Figure 40. The new coloring procedure is the following. 
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We color the edges of the circle , , , ,  with color . In other words we color the edges , , 

, ,  with color . We color the edge  with color . Two edges of the -clique 

whose nodes are , ,  have already been colored. The uncolored edge , we color with color . Two 

edges of the -clique whose nodes are , ,  have already been colored. The remaining edge  will be 

colored with color . Two edges of the -clique whose nodes are , ,  have already been colored. The 

remaining edge  will be colored with color . Two edges of the -clique whose nodes are , ,  have 

already been colored. The remaining edges  will be colored with color . At this point all the three edges 

of the -clique whose nodes are , ,  have already been colored. But this coloring is not legal. Namely the 

edges ,  receive color . A possible way to get a legal coloring is to color the edges  with 

color . 

In this new coloring of the edges of  we used  colors instead of . But this small increase in the number of 

colors does not change the conclusion we can draw. The upper bound for  changes if the number of colors 

reaches . The adjacency matrix of  with the colored edges is in Table 190. 

Remark 7.4.1. It is clear that we can construct such example with a large number of nodes. 

In the construction we can start with a circle of length  and a disjoint node. The adjacency matrix of  with 

the colored nodes is in Table 191. 
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In the construction we can start with a circle of length  and two disjoint nodes. 

 

Using a circle of length  and  disjoint nodes we get a graph whose edge density tends to  as 

 tends to infinity. 

Example 7.4.2. Let the graph  be defined by the adjacency matrix in Table 193. A geometric representation of 

 can be seen in Figure 41. 
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One can use Figure 41 or the adjacency matrix of the derived graph in Table 194 to color the edges of . The 

colors of the edges are listed in Table 195. 

 

 

Since the edges of  can be colored with  colors and , it follows that . The 

nodes , , ,  are nodes of a -clique in . Therefore . We claim that the nodes of  cannot be 

legally colored with  colors. In order to prove the claim, assume to the contrary that the nodes of  have a 

well coloring with  colors. Say with the colors , , , . We may assume that the nodes ,  receive the 

colors , , respectively. The nodes , , , ,  are on a cycle and each of them is adjacent to both  and . 

Thus the nodes of a cycle of odd length are colored with  colors. This contradiction proves our claim. 

Remark 7.4.2. The construction in the Example 7.4.2. can be carried out for infinitely many graphs. 
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We color the edges of the circle , , , ,  with color . In other words we color the edges , , 

, ,  with color . We color the edge  with color . Two edges of the -clique 

whose nodes are , , ,  have already been colored. The uncolored edges , , ,  

we color with the colors , , , . Four edges of the -clique whose nodes are , , ,  have already been 

colored. The remaining edges ,  will be colored with colors , . Four edges of the -clique 

whose nodes are , , ,  have already been colored. The remaining edges ,  will be colored 

with colors , . Four edges of the -clique whose nodes are , , ,  have already been colored. The 

remaining edges ,  will be colored with colors , . At this point all the six edges of the -clique 

whose nodes are , , ,  have already been colored. But this coloring is not legal. Namely the edges , 

 receive color  and the edges ,  receive color . A possible way to get a legal coloring is 

to color the edges ,  with colors , . 

Table 196 contains the coloring of the edges of the graph  in Example 7.4.2.. The rows and the column of a  

by  array are labeled with nodes of the graph . The number  in the cell at the intersection of row  and 

column  tells us that edge  receives color . 

 

The nodes of  cannot be colored legally using less than  colors. This gives  as an upper estimate for 

. The edges of  can be colored legally using  colors. This gives  as an upper bound for . Namely, 

 while . 

The circle of length  can be replaced by a circle of length . The adjacency matrix of the graph with the 

colored edges is given in Table 197. 
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In the construction of graph  we started with a circle of length  and an edge disjoint from it. We may try to 

start with a circle of length  and two edges that are disjoint from the circle and disjoint from each other. The 

adjacency matrix of the graph with the colored edges is in Table 198. The edge density of this graph is 

. 

 

We may start with a circle of length  and with  disjoint edges. In this case the edge density is about 

. 

We may start the construction with two disjoint circles of length . We fill in the adjacency matrix of the graph 

with colored edges in several steps. First we use the circle of length  with nodes , , , ,  and the edge 

. The partially filled in adjacency matrix is in Table 199. 
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Next we use the circle of length  with nodes , , , ,  and the edge . The partially filled in matrix 

is in Table 200. Note that we get a legal coloring for the edges of the subgraph spanned by the circle of length  

with nodes , , , ,  and the edge . However, it is not clear how to color the edges , 

, , , . Introducing five additional new colors will lead for a legal coloring of 

the edges with  colors. But  colors are too many for our purposes. We would like to keep the number of 

colors below . Summing up the argument, we may say that replacing each node in a complete graph by a 

circle of length  gives a graph which we cannot exploit in the edge coloring context, though it is very useful 

for other purposes. 

 

Example 7.4.3. Let us consider a triangle with nodes , ,  and a circle of length  with nodes , , , , . 

Then connect each of the nodes , ,  with each of the nodes . The resulting graph  has  nodes 

and  edges. The geometric representation of the graph can be seen in Figure 43 and the adjacency matrix of 

the graph  is given in Table 201. 
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The chromatic number of the circle whose nodes are , , , ,  is . Similarly, the chromatic number of the 

circle whose nodes are , ,  is . It follows that the chromatic number of  is at least . The upper bound 

for  that we can get by using this information is . We will show that the edges of  can be legally 

colored using  colors. The upper bound for  that we can get based on this information is . Thus the 

edge coloring gives a tighter bound for . The edge coloring procedure is the following. We color the edges 

of the circle , , , ,  with color . In other words we color the edges , , , , 

 with color . We color the edges of the circle , ,  with colors , , , respectively. In other words 

we color the edges , ,  with colors , , , respectively. Four edges of the -clique 

whose nodes are , , , ,  have already been colored. The uncolored edges , , , 

, ,  we color with the colors , , , ,  . Seven edges of the -clique whose nodes 

are , , , ,  have already been colored. The remaining edges , ,  will be colored 

with colors , , . Seven edges of the -clique whose nodes are , , , ,  have already been colored. 

The remaining edges , ,  will be colored with colors , , . Seven edges of the -clique 

whose nodes are , , , ,  have already been colored. The remaining edges , ,  will 

be colored with colors , , . At this point all the ten edges of the -clique whose nodes are , , , ,  

have already been colored. But this coloring is not legal. A possible way to get a legal coloring is to color the 

edges , ,  with colors , , . 

Table 202 contains the coloring of the edges of the graph  in Example 7.4.3.. The rows and the columns of an 

 by  array are labeled with nodes of the graph . The number  in the cell at the intersection of row  and 

column  tells us that the edge  receives color . 
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Example 7.4.3. can be extended in a number of ways. For example, the circle of length  can be replaced by a 

circle of length , where . Or we can start the construction with a circle of length  and a 

number of pair-wise disjoint triangles that are disjoint from the circle of length . 

Example 7.4.4. Let us consider an -clique with nodes  and a circle of length  with nodes 

. Then connect each of the nodes  with each of the nodes . The 

resulting graph  has  nodes and  edges. 

One can see that  and so for an upper bound for  a node coloring cannot give a better 

estimate than . One also can verify that the edges of  can be legally colored by using 

 colors. As  is less than , it follows that 

this edge coloring gives  as an upper bound for . 

Example 7.4.4 can be extended in two ways. The circle of length  can be replaced by a circle of length  

for each , . Further, we can start the construction with a circle of length  and a number of pair-

wise disjoint -cliques that are all disjoint to the circle. 
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Let  be the graph given in Figure 44. The graph has  nodes and  edges. The adjacency matrix 

of  is given in Table 203. The complement  of the graph  can be seen in Figure 45. It has  nodes and 

 edges. The graph  can be seen in Figure 45 and the adjacency matrix of  is in Table 203. 

The complement  of  consists of  isolated points and a path of length . It follows that . The 

edges of  have an  type coloring with  colors. 
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Table 204 depicts a coloring of the edges of  with  colors. One should check that this is an  type coloring 

of the edges of . From the set  we can form  -element subsets. (Less than  

colors is not enough as  contains -cliques. Let  be a -clique in . The clique  inherits an  type 

coloring from . But the edges of  do not have an  type coloring with less than  colors.) 

Let  be an  type coloring of the edges of . We claim that 

 must hold. (Most likely we need the following lemma. If the edges of a -clique 

have an  type coloring, then each color class must have  edges. It follows that the color classes must form a 

-factor of the -clique.) 

We may assume that  since this is only a matter of exchanging the colors among each other. 

Let us consider the subgraph  spanned by . If , then by the lemma 

 must hold. This is the desired result. So for the remaining part of the proof we may assume 

that . Let us consider the subgraph  spanned by . If 

, then by the lemma,  must hold. This is the result we are looking for. Thus 

for the rest of the proof we may assume that . 
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Applying the lemma to the graph , we get that 

 

Applying the lemma to the graph  we get that 

 

We have  cases to consider 
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